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Disclaimer: The writer(s)of articles in the 
Diverse City Magazine has done his/her best to 
write on topics presented based on public 
available information, which may be 
inconsistent, incorrect or even change over 
time. If errors are pointed out, the writer(s)will 
investigate and provide updates. Fisal Ally has 
been video taping his reports as he types as 
proof of his research and work, and has 
multiple copies of his work as his work evolves. 
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Disclaimer:	  The opinions conveyed in this magazine are those of the writer(s) 
 and do not reflect the opinions of the publisher,  others posting information 
such as advertisements, pictures etc…  
 
The views of the writers are his/her views and does not represent others in the 
magazine. The writer(s)of articles in the Diverse City Magazine has done his/her 
best to write on topics presented based on public available information, which may 
be inconsistent, incorrect or even change over time. If errors are pointed out, the 
writer(s)will investigate and provide updates. Fisal Ally has been video taping 
areas of his reports as he types as proof of his research and work, and has multiple 
copies of his work as his work evolves. 
 
Information presented in this magazine are subject to changes. When embarking 
on a trip, vacation, a place of service such as a restaurant etc...you must verify and 
or confirm the information presented in this magazine, as information can change 
quickly, even immediately after this magazine is published. It’s important that 
anything to do with health and meditation as presented in this magazine that the 
person seeks professional advice, for example from their doctors, researchers etc... 

------------------ 
Ally Production and or Fisal Ally/ Brian Ally do not do videos, write articles, 
books, or edit for anyone. In the past I have done some weddings videos and 
around 2010 completed a half an hour comedy episode and a mock up movie.  
 
There is another company by a similar name, Ally Production that does movies; I 
have no connection to them. If any body tells you that I will write songs, books 
articles for others or gives audition, those are all made up fabricated lies and have 
nothing to do with me. 
 
If anyone tells you that you can sample my songs, books etc… those are again 
fabricated lies as part of a scam, as I have never signed a contract with anyone to 
sample any of my songs and books. In this industry scams and tricks can be played 
on you and you can easily be mislead pulling you into a scam and or situations you 
will regret. Beware of people pulling you into their scams and having you take the 
blame for them! They will set you up, frame you and make you take all the blame, 
while they’re on their beach get away enjoying their paradise on earth, and they are 
well protected by a system that protects them. People on our email lists have been 
getting spams with the subject ‘Ally Production(s); I never use this name in the 
subject line - those emails are not from me…F. Ally  
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Naz Birthday Celebration 

 
 

 

 
 

Photos from 
April 29, 2023 
Naz’s birthday 

celebration  
On the right: 

Furrari and the 
flowers.  

 
 

 

 It’s great when you have the opportunity to play some guitar 
instrumentals at the birthday celebration on April 29, 2023 for my mom’s 
birthday. For this celebration, I had learned ten more Bollywood classics 
but had played eight plus the birthday song, nine in total. Some were very 
old songs, which my dad had liked and that’s the reason I had picked those 
songs. Like many, and myself my dad didn’t speak nor understood Hindi, 
but we enjoy the movies and songs. We pick up some of the words from 
the movies subtitles.  

Photo from May 2023 
Many Guyanese have a mixed background, as Guyana has many cultures from the 1800s. Thus Guyana 
also has Syrian/Lebanese people, and thus my dad’s father - that is my grandfather - was of Syrian origin. 
In those days, they were called Syrians as Lebanon was still a part of Syria. My dad had liked songs like: 
Sau saal pehle, Ja wada kiyawho nibhana padega, lag jaa gale, and mere mehboob qayamat hogi The 
other Bollywood classics I played were: tum bin jau kaha, isstarah aashiqika, so chenge tumhe pyaar kare 
key, pyaar deewana. Two other songs which I had learned but did not play were: main duniya bhola 
doona, and jumen tum se pyaar kitna, but I certainly will next time.  
 

	  
A	  BIRTHDAY	  CELEBRATION	  TO	  REMEMBER	  
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Making aloo (fried potatoes) 
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THE WORLD AT WAR AND ON THE BRINK 
OF DESTRUCTION 

 
 
 
 
 

EACH ONE HAS TO FIND HIS PEACE FROM WITHIN. AND PEACE TO 
BE REAL MUST BE UNAFFECTED BY OUTSIDE CIRCUMSTANCES 

MAHATMA GANDHI 
 

THE MORE WE SWEAT IN PEACE, THE LESS WE BLEED IN WAR 
VIJAYA LAKSHMI PANDIT 

 
PEACE IS THE ONLY BATTLE WORTH WAGING 

ALBERT CAMUS 
 

IF YOU WISH TO EXPERIENCE PEACE,  
PROVIDE PEACE FOR ANOTHER 

TENZIN GYATSO, THE 14th DALAI LAMA 
 
 

GIVE PEACE A CHANCE 
JOHN LENNON 

 
 

PEACE, LET’S KEEP THE PEACE,  
KEEP THE PEACE FOR EVERYONE 

FISAL ALLY 
 

WE WANT A NEW CLEAR SOCIETY 
NOT A NUCLEAR SOCIETY 

FISAL ALLY 
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NEW CLEAR SOCIETY 
People likes to imitate, some likes to dictate  

Dropping bombs and nuclear waste, destroy the world and causing hate 
Visit www.allymedia.ca for a version of this song 

Sit relax and meditate, sip you tea and communicate  
The sky is red, I’m feeling blue, smog clouding up my head 

…Fisal Ally 
New Clear Society 
Music and Lyrics by Fisal Ally, Copyright 1990s to the Present 
From the 1990s Independent Music Scene 
 
The destruction of the world was foretold  
Greed and evil will lead us to Armageddon, the last battleground  
The aids epidemic is plaguing the world, Nostradamus predicted worldwide disasters 
 
Get you act together now, get you act together now  
Get you act together now, let's act together now 
 
D-day – 1944. Two atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945  
On Dooms day the sky will be on fire 
 
Is this our fate, to live in this destructive age,  It's what man has create, fantasizing he's so great 
 
People likes to imitate, some likes to dictate  
Dropping bombs and nuclear waste, destroy the world and causing hate 
 
Polluted seas, polluted skies, drug abuse is on the rise  
Open the gates it's getting late, join hands everybody 
 
Sit relax and meditate, sip your tea and communicate  
The sky is red, I’m feeling blue, smog clouding up my head 
 

We want a New Clear Society,  New Clear Society, New Clear Society  
Don’t want a nuclear society 
 

We're living in a destructive world,  Do we really know what we're heading for  
Some preaching (politicians preach), drop the nuclear bombs, The people says to get rid of the 
bombs 
 

Children are dying from hunger and disease  
People doing what ever they please, Drug abuse and aids are out of control  
You better watch out before you lose your soul 
 
Get your act together now, get your act together now, Get your act together now, let's act 
together now 
 

Sit relax and meditate, sip your tea and communicate  
The sky is red, I’m feeling blue, smog clouding up my head 
We want a New Clear Society, New Clear Society, New Clear Society  
Don’t want a nuclear society 
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KEEP THE PEACE 
 

Keep the Peace 
Music and Lyrics by Fisal Ally,  
From the 1990s Independent Music Scene 
 
When I think of those better days  
Holding hands and singing a song  
When we listened to each other  
Reaching out across the sky 
 
Make this Earth a better home  
For all lives under the sun  
On the land or in the sea  
And up above the earth 
 
You say you're white, black, whatever color 
It should never be about the color of a 
person’s skin  
Lend a hand and you will understand 
The meanings of Love 
 
And if you're rich, poor or in-between  
You shouldn't judge anyone by what you 
see  
If you look deep down inside  
You will find peace of mind 
 
Peace Let's keep the peace  
Keep the peace for everyone  
Every country across the seas  
Sharing love in the world 
 
Put an end to all the wars  
Yesterday today and for tomorrow  
If you search for the answers  
You will find peace of mind 
 
 
Visit www.allymedia.ca  
for a version of this song 
 
 

 
It shouldn’t matter what you are 
 Your religion class color or your race  
Walk together and not against each other  
Let’s live in harmony 
 
Peace, let’s keep the peace  
Keep the peace for everyone  
Every nation across the land  
Sharing life on this earth 
Let's forgive and learn to compromise  
Ease the pain sorrows and no more hunger  
And the children will have some peace 
In this land we call free 
 
Can you imagine a world that is one  
There's no limit to what we can do  
Reach out for another  
And have a change in heart 
 
Peace Let's keep the peace  
Keep the peace for every one  
Every country across the seas  
Sharing love in the world 
 
Peace Let's keep the peace  
Keep the peace for everyone  
Every nation across the land  
Sharing life on this Earth 
 
Peace Let's the peace  
Let's Keep the peace  
Keep the peace for Everyone 
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THE 1990s INDEPENDENT MUSIC SCENE TOUR 
 

A tour of songs and books written by a Muslim songwriter/musician/writer 
Fisal (Fizal) Ally can be found on www.allymedia.ca 

F. Ally has made many independent tapes and CD’s that were published and handed out 
over the decades with his songs (and different versions of his songs). Friends and relatives 
are aware of these songs, books and CDs. He has never given anybody permission to break 

his work into pieces and to take credit for his decades of hard work. As an independent 
artist recording his songs, he has entered many recording studios in Edmonton where some 

he has met during his recording sessions are some of the best musicians in Edmonton, 
Alberta, Canada, and possibly some of the best in the world. 

 
SPRING HAS SPRUNG SONGS  

 
TRUE LOVE 

A KISS GOODNIGHT 
ESTOS SENTIMIENTOS (These Feelings) 

INSENSITIVE (Incensitive) 
SAY I DO (A wedding song) 

NO BODY WANNA SAY GOODBYE 
MY HOME 

WE WERE ONE 
 
Fisal (Fizal) Ally in an independent songwriter / musician that often plays all the instruments on 
his songs. I began writing songs at age 13/14 and have written well over 100 songs and at least 
15 books. It’s way more than those numbers. Some of my songs and books are posted on 
www.allymedia.ca. All songs and book are copyright and for decades now others have been 
aware of all of my work, where I also recorded songs in the best studios in Edmonton with many 
amazing session players. My songs were completed as independent songs because of cost. Some 
of the players are from famous bands in Edmonton, and also played in orchestras.  
 
Original songs (Lyrics & Music) by Fisal Ally 
Visit www.allymedia.ca for original songs written by Fisal Ally (Music & Lyrics) 
 
Instrumental versions of songs written by Fisal Ally 
Visit www.allymedia.ca for original instrumentals of original songs, where all instruments 
played by Fisal Ally, where F. Ally played rhythm guitar, lead guitar, picking guitar, bass, 
keyboards and used a drum machine. In the instrumental for Blue Caribbean Sea, F. Ally played 
guitar, bass, keyboards, and Rob Chizek played saxophone. 
 
Songs with different versions by Fisal Ally 
The song Lisa has two versions 
Wide Eye Innocent has two versions 
The song ‘Party till we (they) feel alright has two versions. The other version is 2CanPlay 
Some songs have some different lyrics and other verses because there were always extra lyrics, and certai 
ones were selected for the recordings, but the other verses and or lines are sometimes used. 
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Free digital books download 

Written by Fisal Ally 
 

Copy link and paste into your URL to begin your historical journey with Fisal Ally 
SHARE WITH OTHERS 

***Ebooks can be read or downloaded from:  https://allymedia.ca/fisal-ally-books 
***Ebooks can also be read or downloaded from: www.smashwords.com; do a search for Fisal Ally 
***First 3 ebooks can also be read through the Edmonton Public library  
(Links are subject to changes) 
 
BOOK 1 PART 1 (Historical Fiction, recreating history with a 
love story)  
The Trilogy of Savitri's Garden: India to the Americas 1838, 
(Book1, Part I) - India Rising on the Horizon of the Americas 
https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/634521 
 
BOOK 1 PART II (Historical Fiction) 
The Trilogy of Savitri's Garden: India to the Americas 1838, 
(Book1, Part II) - India Rising on the Horizon of the Americas 
https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/634522 

 
  BOOK 2 (Historical Fiction) 
  The Trilogy of Savitri's Garden: The Escape for True Love (Book2) 
  https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/634528 
 
 
  BOOK 3 (Historical Fiction) 
  The Trilogy of Savitri's Garden: Rebellion and Reunion (Book3) 
   https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/634530 

 
  BOOK 4 - A SHORT STUDY GUIDE 
  Debunked The Use Of The Label Coolie In Guyana 
  https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/647830 
 
‘Signature with Love’ (a book on cats) by F. Ally 
      can also be download from www.smashwords.com 
 
F. Ally’s song lyric book & many songs are uploaded on www.allymedia.ca 
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HEALTH & WELLNESS 

 
In these times, people are researching and searching for   

 health products and information  
 
 
 

Vitamins and detox information from Zelenko labs 
www.zstacklife.com 

https://zstacklife.com/?ref=BestProtocol 

 
 
Disclaimer: This information does not offer any medical advice, but is only providing 
information. It’s important to seek advice from your doctor and from qualified professionals in 
these areas. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Taking lessons from Furrari 

 
Getting some sunshine coming through the window  
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Aloo	  (Fried	  Potatoes)	  with	  shrimp	  
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Akra	  served	  with	  other	  dishes	  
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Spring 2023 

 

 
 
Editor: Fisal Ally (Brian Ally) 
 
 

Eid Mubarak (Happy Eid) to Muslims that’s celebrating 
Eid, Happy Easter to Christians, Namaste to Hindus that 
fasted during Navratri. And all the best and success to 
everyone. This edition continues with ‘The Great Spiritual 
Awakening’ and looks at some verses of three great 
religions where worshippers for these three religions were 
all fasting during the same period: Navratri for Hindus, 
Lent for Christians, Ramadan for Muslims. Recently, 
we’ve also had Chinese New Year and the Hindu Spring 
Festival.  
 
Updated edition (Second Edition) 
I had planned on adding more to the first edition of the 
Diverse City Magazine Spring 2023 edition, but I had 
already missed bringing out the first edition for Easter. I 
managed to get the first edition out just before the Muslim 
Eid celebration, where the magazine came out on April 
20, 2023 and Eid was the following day on Friday, April 
21, 2023. 

 
What is this magazine all about? 
The topics are mainly on what interests me. When I realized I had no voice in Edmonton around 
the year 2016 and many others do, the first thing I thought about was to start up a Cariwave 
digital magazine to write on some things that are important to me and to give me a voice, as 15 
years prior, I had a printed 40 page magazine called ‘Cariwave, The Caribbean Magazine.’ Once 
I got the Cariwave digital magazine going, about a year later, I came up with the Diverse City 
Magazine. First I came up with the name ‘Diversity Magazine’ but because I was not promoting 
multiculturism, I then came up with the name Diverse City Magazine for writing on topics such 
as diverse dishes, music, cultures, street festivals, carnivals, and other topics. 
 
On diverse dishes such as chowmein, curry, provisions, pepperpot 
Guyana is very diverse in its dishes, music, people and cultures. I’m happy with the name of the 
magazine being Diverse City because, for example although Canada is very multicultural now, I 
can still write about people of European heritage and I can come with all kinds of diverse topics 
such as dishes, or the blending of dishes and music, languages etc…  
 
On diverse music and a Guyanese musician name Dave Martins from ‘Dave Martins and 
The Trade Winds’ 
Even my own songs are very diverse from rock, country, reggae, latin etc…I have been meaning 
to write about a very popular musician in Guyana whose name is Dave Martins and who I’ve 
heard about years ago from one of my uncles from Guyana who is of Portuguese origin and said 
that Dave is his cousin. From a recent interview I saw with Dave Martins at home in Guyana, 
and from what I remember, Dave had stated that when he was in Toronto in the 1950s he had 
started a band called The Latins (or a similar name) and then later formed another band out of 
Toronto called ‘The Trade Winds’ which became very popular in Guyana and across the 
Caribbean. In an upcoming edition, I plan to write an article on Dave Martins. 
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Updates to this edition 
In this edition, some articles were updated with more information, which I had missed because of 
a rush to get the first edition out. There are some updates and new sections for this second 
edition. I did not have the time to include some information on “These Little Ones” in the first 
edition, which is a video I had watched more than once, on the pain and suffering children and 
parents have gone through and are going through every single day and moment. I also did not 
have the time to edit my write-up on Care Giving, so I did on this edition.  
 
I also added some information concerning politics in the Americas based on some information 
mentioned in the video called Ramadan in Guyana, South America, along with the May 18, 2023 
dormitory fire in Mahdia, Guyana that took the lives of twenty children and where many others 
are being treated in the hospital, and also on my songwriting journey. 
 
 
Dr. Rashid Buttar, a hero to many has passed away - he will always be remembered 
Shockingly and sadly to say that on May 18, 2023 Dr. Rashid Buttar had departed from this 
world and from this journey.  You can’t believe everything that’s written online or in magazines 
about someone. What I remember the most about Dr. Buttar is that from the very beginning of 
Covid-19, he was very out spoken about people being injected with vaccines against their will 
and where people were threatened of losing their jobs if they were not vaccinated. He was very 
popular before covid-19 began and had a million followers on social media. He was very 
outspoken on how the vaccines have certain compounds along with other sources that causes 
autism and other problems. He was also very concerned about his family being forced to be 
vaccinated and not being given a choice, having claimed that his own son had become ill when 
he was a boy from taking a vaccine (s). Dr. Buttar was not against vaccines, but he believe that 
he and everyone else should have a choice and not to be forced to take the jabs. What many will 
remember about Dr. Buttar is when he also said that he was not afraid to die for speaking up 
during covid-19 and informing others about the problems that can arise from taking the vaccines, 
wearing masks and what social distancing was really all about. He was no doubt one of the most 
popular doctors informing others during covid-19, and not long after his youtube videos began 
disappearing until most were gone and many could not locate those videos. Many others that 
spoke out were also blocked from uploading videos and where their videos were also taken 
down. Sadly to say and very unfortunately this doctor who was loved by many, about three years 
after covid-19 began he made claims that that he was poisoned. Shockingly Dr. Rashid Buttar’s 
journey has come to an end as he has departed from this world on May 18, 2023.  
 
 
Peace and Harmony 
 
We need peace and harmony more than ever. Over the past three years, during covid-19, with the 
lockdowns, loss of work, and illnesses, many of us have been looking inward. I wrote an article 
called  ‘The Great Spiritual Awakening’ and immediately after the last edition of the Diverse 
City Magazine was published with the article called ‘The Great Spiritual Awakening’ mainly 
written on Christianity and Islam, I received a book in the mailbox called ‘The Great 
Controversy’ where the back cover states: The Untold Story Behind The Vatican’s Rising 
Influence In America, and ‘We Need Not Fear The Future Unless We forget The Past’. I thank 
the person for sending me this novel where the cost of it is $14.99. It’s great to know that others 
are reading the Diverse City Magazine. But do people even understand the past or even know 
what actually had taken place in the past and who are the ones actually responsible for the past 
and todays current events?  
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Do people even remember that during the lockdowns, many could not visit their loved ones that 
were lockdown in senior’s homes where across the world many did not see their loved ones 
again; perhaps home is the best place for the elderly where all family members contribute to 
working together to make this happen. I’m certain more lockdowns are coming in the future, and 
it’s going to be much worse than what we have seen in the past three years, so if you don’t plan 
now and get mentally prepared then it will be late to do anything, because when it happens you 
will go into panic and give up, instead of standing up for your rights. 
 
A video on Ramadan 2023 in Guyana, South America -  Some are surprised that this South 
American country have a Muslim population and a Muslim president, but that’s all normal 
for Guyana.  
 
I had watched a video called Ramadan in South America, which was very inspiring and surprised 
many around the world that this small South American country called Guyana (also spelled at 
Guayana, Guiana, Guianna) has a Muslim population and a Muslim president. Watching the 
video by Al Jazeera was very calming and brought lots of peace and harmony. One of the 
comments in the comment section of the video described the video as bringing ‘peace and 
harmony.’ It was a comment from John El-Amin that says: ‘Guyana, you are blessed! The peace 
and harmony among you is the greatest gift of all - peace be unto you Guyana.’ These two words 
are commonly used to describe peace and those were the perfect words to simply describe the 
video, that after reading his comment, I also used the words ‘peace and harmony’ in my 
comments on the video to show that it’s really about peace and harmony, and of course giving 
him credit for reminding us about ‘peace and harmony’ and I also used the words peace and 
harmony on the cover of this edition of the magazine. The film by Al Jazeera called ‘Ramadan in 
Guyana’ / ‘South American Ramadan in tropical Guyana can be viewed at 
youtube.com/watch?v=HyKVdUykxoA.  
 
Caring for the elderly 
 
This edition covers parent (s) being cared for at home. Even in the video on Ramadan in Guyana, 
a female spoke of her mother dying during the month of Ramadan, and of course in Guyana the 
elders are taken care of at home by their children. Whatever wealth parents accumulated is used 
to care for them at home and what ever remains goes to the children, instead of a seniors home, 
and that’s because the parents are cared for at home. As a caregiver, I did a short write up on my 
experience, because it’s very important more than ever now that parents are taken care at home 
with their loved ones that can keep an eye on them. Look what happened during the lockdowns 
when people couldn’t visit their loved ones in senior homes, and where many died and their 
loved ones never saw them again. So for me it, it was great to see so many elders amongst their 
children and others in this video. The film also gives some history on Muslims in this small 
South American country. In the video, CIOG member Sheikh Moeen Ul Hack who is the 
Director of Education for ‘Central Islamic Organisation of Guyana (CIOG) which was formed in 
1979, states that back in 1979 they were feeding about 20 to 30 people, but now it’s over 1200. 
He says that ‘Guyana has the largest amount of Masjids (Mosques) in the Western Hemisphere 
per capita.’ More that a 150 Masjids in Guyana which has the size of 83,000 square miles. The 
Muslim population about 12 percent.  
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Diverse City News 
 
Diverse News: Who was the first Muslim President in the Americas? 
 
Is Mohammed Irfaan Ali of Guyana, South America the first Muslim President to hold top 
command in a country in all of the Americas? Or was it President Noor Mohammed 
Hassanali of Trinidad & Tobago, or was it President Carlos Menem of Argentina? 
 
Patrick Dial of National Standards Council of Guyana said, “The President of Guyana, 
Irfaan Ali is a Muslim. He is really the first Muslim president of any country in the whole 
of the Americas.” 
 
There’s a discussion in the comment section on the video on the statement made by Patrick Dial. 
I completely understand what Patrick Dial meant. I did some research on this to verify what he is 
saying and what others are saying in the comment section. Further down below is some research 
information. Patrick Dial of National Standards Council of Guyana said, “The President of 
Guyana, Irfaan Ali is a Muslim. He is really the first Muslim president of any country in the 
whole of the Americas.” Note the word ‘really.’ ‘He didn’t say He is or was the first Muslim 
president…’ There were other Muslim (s) president (s) before President Irfaan Ali in the 
Americas. According to some of the comments and based on my research, there was a Muslim 
president in Trinidad named Noor Mohammed Hassanali who served as the second president of 
Trinidad and Tobago from 1987 to 1997. One of the comment in the comment section of the 
video stated that in Trinidad the president is below the Prime Minister, whereas in Guyana, today 
the President is above the Prime Minister and holds the top power. That’s the difference. If the 
president was below the Prime Minster then he does not hold top position. In some countries at 
different times the roles of the President and Prime Minster changes. Who is really at the top. 
Even in Guyana at one time the Prime Minister of the Guyana held top command and power and 
not President Arthur Chung of Guyana. Now, let’s look at Argentina. ‘Carlos Menem of Syrian 
origin served as president of Argentina from 1989 to 1999, he was ‘born into the Muslim faith 
but converted to Roman Catholicism, the official religion of Argentina, to achieve his political 
aspirations.’ (source Britannica.com/biography/Carlos-Menem.’ This means that Menem was not 
a Muslim President in the Americas during this presidential term(s), he was a Roman Catholic 
president. 
 
Based on my research, the first Muslim person to hold the top position and in command in 
politics in all of the Americas is President Mohammed Irfaan Ali of Guyana, and not President 
Noor Hassanali, nor President Carlos Menem. Thus I have to agree with what Patrick Dial said 
that ‘Irfaan Ali’ was ‘really’ the first President in the whole of the Americas. When we think of 
the word President, we think of the United States president who is in command. In Guyana over 
the past few decades the President holds the top power, not the Prime Minister, whereas in 
Trinidad it’s the Prime Minister that holds the top power and not the President. So there’s a 
major difference between President Irfaan Ali’s political power, and President Noor Hassanaili 
political power when he was in office, and I believe this is what Patrick Dial was stating. 
 
Based on my research I believe that Patrick Dial knew what he is saying - and not getting into 
the details due to time constraint for the video - when he made the statement that Irfaan Ali is 
‘really’ the first Muslim President in all of the Americas. He is speaking on who holds the top 
power as a Muslim, and that Mohammed Irfaan Ali is the first Muslim person of a country in all 
of the Americas to hold that top power and command, since Carlos Menem was a Catholic 
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president in Argentina and not a Muslim president, and President Noor Hassanali’s position was 
below the Prime Minister’s position in Trinidad. 
 
Some research information concerning the above for clarifications on who is really the first 
Muslim in a country in all of the Americas to hold the top command and power of that 
nation 
 
Concerning Trinidad - Newsday.co.tt/2019/01/14/role-of-president-vs-prime-minister/ 
Says ‘…the president is the  
head of state and the Prime Minister is the leader of the society. 
 
Noor Mohammed Hassanali served as the second president of Trinidad and Tobago from 1987 to 
1997. A report states he was the first indo-Trinidadian to hold the office of president and was the 
first Muslim head of state in the Americas.  
 
Google states: ‘What is the head of government in Trinidad and Tobago? It states: Keith 
Christopher Rowley MP is a Trinidadian and Tobagonian politician serving as the seventh prime 
minister of Trinidad and Tobago, first elected into office on 9 September 2015 and again 
following the 2020 general election.’ This indicates the Prime Minister is higher than the 
President. 
 
When Linden Forbes Burnham was Prime Minister of Guyana, he was higher than President who 
Arthur Chung. We always heard of Burnham being blamed for all the problems, while we rarely 
heard of Arthur Chung in those days. But today in Guyana, it’s the President that holds the top 
position and not the Prime Minister, and thus Mohammed Irfaan Ali who is the President of 
Guyana is a Muslim president who is the first to hold such power in all of the Americas. It really 
doesn’t matter what name you gave the person, whether it’s President of Prime Minister. The 
question is who holds that top command and power. 
 
For Guyana: Who is in power in Guyana? Google search states President - Irfaan Ali (PPP) 
What is the role of the Prime Minister in Guyana - the search says ‘ The responsibilities of the 
Prime Minister include: Serving as Acting President whenever the President is temporarily 
absent….’ First Vice President and Prime Minister Mark Philips (PPP). Therefore the President 
who is Irfaan Ali has the top power. 
 
Getting back to Guyana, Wikipedia states: ‘Arthur Chung was the first President of Guyana from 
1970 to 1980.’ He was the first ethnic Chinese to be head of state in a non-Asian country.  
According to wiki, Prime Minister Linden Forbes Burnham:  ‘He served as …Prime Minister of 
Guyana from 1964 to 1980 and then as the first Executive President of Guyana from 1980 to 
1985.’ He then became the President of Guyana from 1980 to 1985. 
 
Let’s look at Argentina. ‘Carlos Menem of Syrian origin served as president of Argentina from 
1989 to 1999 ‘Born into the Muslim faith but converted to Roman Catholicism, the official 
religion of Argentina, to achieve his political aspirations.’ (source 
Britannica.com/biography/Carlos-Menem.’ This means that Menem was not a Muslim President 
in the Americas. And my conclusion is the actual first person to hold the top position in power in 
all of the Americas is President Irfaan Ali of Guyana and not President Noor Hassanali. 
 
The diverse demographics of Guyana, where people of all races and religion got along - we 
are now seeing such diversity in places like Edmonton in Canada, although we’ve already 
seen it in places like Toronto decades ago 
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Also we see the demographics is now changing considerably in places like Edmonton, Alberta, 
Canada, and being originally from Guyana and so were my parents, grand parents, great grand 
parents, we had already seen what diversity and multiculturism is all about in Guyana. Thus it’s 
easy for someone like myself to understand why the demographics continues to change around 
the world, and that has to do with the ruling people in the world that wanted laborers in countries 
around the world to make them more rich and powerful, so at different times they brought the 
ones that are better in agriculture, the ones that wants to do the work, the ones that has the skilled 
regardless of the religion, race or color of the person. That’s how it was in the past. Today there 
seems to be other reasons, aside from what I mentioned. 
 
We continue to hear about Guyana’s oil and Guyana being one of the fastest, if not, the fastest 
growing economy in the world, yet it’s still a very poor country with many poor people, but 
hopefully that will change one day. In the upcoming months, I look forward to getting out there 
and taking some pictures of the carnivals and hopefully I will see some of my relatives and 
friends out there once again.  
 
 
Diverse News: Was there also slavery on Britain’s soil? 
We continue to hear about slavery and repatriation in the United States. In the youtube video at 
the location https://www.bitchute.com/video/CG9nNmbetNpo/ published on May 14, 2023, at 59 
minutes into the video the person in the video states that ‘…Western Europe is the only place in 
the world where there was no slavery…even the Western Europeans had vast number of slaves 
in the Western Hemisphere but not in Western Europe itself.’ Based on my research from many 
years ago when I was researching and writing my historical fiction novels called ‘The Trilogy of 
Savitri’s Garden’, I recall that Africans that were enslaved were on British soil, and then later 
from what I recall, England had created a place called Freetown in Sierra Leone, West Africa to 
remove and ship these enslaved Africans to Freetown. Below are some excerpts from a google 
search.   
 
In en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Somerset_v_Stewart; retrieved on May 22, 2023 at 11am states: 
Somerset’s advocates argued that while colonial laws might permit slavery, neither the common 
law of England nor any statutory law made by Parliament recognized the existence of slavery 
and slavery was therefore unlawful. The advocates also argued that English contract law did not 
allow for any person to enslave himself, nor could any contract be binding without the person’s 
consent. The arguments focused on legal details rather than any humanitarian principles. When 
the two lawyers for Charles Stewart put their case, the argued that property was paramount 
and that it would be dangerous to free all the black people in England, who numbered at 
the time approximately 15,000. 
 
Does the above not sound like the British had slavery taking place on British soil? 
 
Another quote: Mansfield is often misquoted as declaring that “this air is too pure for slave to 
breathe in” but no such words appear in the judgment. Rather, these words are apart of the 
peroration of William Davy SL for Somerset, who previously had cited a report of a 1569 case, 
in the reign of Elizabeth I, in which “one Cartwright brought a slave from Russia and 
would scourge (scourge means terrorize and torment) him; for which he a was questioned; 
and it was resolved, that England was too pure an air for a slave to breathe in”, it is not clear that 
this was said in the Cartwright case. Some legal historians think it was a misquote of an excerpt 
from Lord Chief Justice John Holt’s judgment in Smith v Gould, in which he is reported to have 
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said: “as soon as a negro comes to England he is free, one may be a villain in England but not a 
slave”.  
 
Another excerpt is: ‘In the Thames Ditton case, a black woman named Charlotte Howe had been 
brought to England as a slave by one Captian Howe. After Captain Howe died, Charlotte sought 
poor relief from the Parish of Thames Ditton.’ Note this information clearly states that 
‘…Charlotte Howe had been brought to England as a slave by one Captian Howe…’ It doesn’t 
say that she was brought from a country where she escaped slavery and brought to England to be 
free. It clearly states that she was brought as a slave.’  
 
I believe that the above quotes proved my memory to be correct that the British had slavery 
taking place on British soil. However, I will follow up with more research for an upcoming 
edition.  
 
Diverse News: A tragedy in Madhia, Guyana, South America where 20 children lost their 
lives in a dormitory fire 
 
A reckless tragedy had taken place in Madhia, Guyana, South America which is a gold mining 
town where it is said that 20 children mainly girls had lost their lives in a fire in their dormitory 
on around Monday midnight where 15 had died during the blazing fire where the doors were 
locked from the outside and which had prevented them from escaping, as the building became 
engulfed in flames, and where 5 also died on the way to the hospital and others were injured.  
 
Aljazeera news stated, ‘Many of the victims were Indigenous girls between the ages of 12 to 18 
who hailed from towns like Madhia, as well as villages including Micobie, Campbelltown and El 
Paso (Ref 2). In this area is gold mining and also many indigenous villages across this land. 
According to Reuters (Ref 1), the fire in a school dormitory ‘was lit by a student after school 
authorities confiscated her cell phone, police said on Tuesday. “A female student is suspected of 
having set the devastating fire because her cellular phone was taken away by the dorm’s mother 
and a teacher,” police said in a statement. 
 
Routers stated that when ‘asked about allegations that the dormitory was not outfitted with a 
modern fire alarm system and that students were not trained in fire drills, Manickchand told 
Reuters “all of that is under investigation and a report will be issued once that is done. What 
must come of this is improvement across the sector.” (Ref 1) 
 
Aljazeera news (Ref 2) said that ‘On Tuesday, National Security Adviser (of Guyana) Gerald 
Gouveia told The Associated press that the fire started with a teenage student who was upset at 
having her mobile phone confiscated after she was discovered to be having an affair with an 
older man. Gouveia explained that the student, who is under the age of 16, lit the fire in the 
bathroom area of the dormitory. Leslie Ramsammy, an adviser of Guyana’s health and is 
expected to be released into juvenile detention.’ ‘In the wake of the blaze, President Irfaan Ali 
declared three days of national mourning’ (Ref2). 
 
According to reports when the firefighters arrived, the flames had already consumed the 
building. Fighters fought to save lives as they smash the walls making holes and pulling the 
about 20 citizens out. 
 
If there are any deviations from the above information, in an upcoming edition clarifications will 
be made. 
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Reference 1 
reuters.com/world/Americas/deadly-fire-guyana-school-was-set-by-student-mayor-says-2023-
05-23/ 
Student lit deadly fire at Guyana school after phone confiscated, police say by Kiana Wilburg; 
May 23, 2023 5:07 PM MDT 
 
Reference 2 
Aljazeera.com/news/2023/5/23student-accused-of-setting-deadly-girls-dormitory-fire-in-guyana 
Student accused of setting deadly girls’ dormitory fire in Guyana 
‘The fire, which occurred late Sunday night, was one of the deadliest in recent years for the 
South American country. Approximately nine people remain hospitalized, many in serious 
condition.’ 
 
Reference 3 
Guyana News Source 23rd May 2023 
Youtube.come/watch?v=rqgdJd474WY 
 
Reference 4 
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-65691848 
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-65670272 
 
 
Diverse News: May 26 is Guyana Independence celebration where Guyana celebrates its 
independence from the British 
 
As the people of Guyana and Guyanese around the world were getting ready to celebrate 
Guyana’s independence from the British, one of Guyana’s most devastating fires had taken place 
on May 18, 2023 in Maddia taking the lives of 20 students. In the past, Guyanese have faced 
many struggles which were political where there was a lot of violence and where many places 
had gone up in flames destroying many properties, and due to these problems, many Guyanese 
had left Guyana for hopefully a better life. Because of countless ongoing political problems 
which began during the British rule continues today and had brought many struggles, and thus 
many had left Guyana, and for decades now there has been more Guyanese living outside of 
Guyana than inside Guyana. ‘Guyana’ is an Amerindian word, which means ‘land of many 
waters (Ref 2).’ Guyana is not only a country, but an area in South America is also called 
Guyana that spans from Western Venezuela through a part of northern Brazil and includes the 
three Guyana’s, namely Guyana, Surinam (Dutch Guiana), French Guiana. Guyana is also 
spelled as Guayana, Guiana, Guianna. 
 
Guyana is known as a country of six people or six races that worked hard and endured a lot of 
sufferings especially during the 1800s where there were slavery and indentureship. Many of the 
enslaved people were already in Guyana before, others came later. The original people of the 
land are the Amerindians (American Indians) where many were also enslaved by the Dutch 
planters. Then the Africans were brought by the Dutch who were forced them into slavery by the 
brutal Dutch and later the brutal British planters. In the 1800s, many Africans also came as 
indentured laborers from Africa and from the Caribbean; some also came from United States. 
Thus some of the Africans came into Guyana as indentured laborers and not as slaves. There 
were also some European indentured labors such as the British, German and Maltese indentured 
laborers. And then came larger groups of indentured laborers who were Portuguese, then the 
indentured laborers from India, and then from China. The Syrians, although not indentured 
laborers but merchants began arriving in Guyana around the 1880s, where many came from the 
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area of Lebanon but were all called Syrians as Lebanon was not a country at that time, but was a 
part of Syria. Guyana was mainly built first by the Dutch, then the French and then the British.  
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The celebration goes on with the bleakness that have recently overshadowed Guyana with the 
lost of 20 children in the fire in Mahdia, and where others were in the hospital and others injured. 
Assistance came in from Cuba and Barbados during that time.  
 
‘Independence Day in Guyana is observed on May 26. The public holiday commemorates 
Guyana’s independence from the British on May 26, 1966. The celebration feature traditional 
foods, arts, and a music festival, featuring fashion shows, music, food, dance, and other cultural 
activities (Ref1).’ 
 

 
 
‘In 1581, the Dutch began establishing several colonies including Pomeroon in 1581, Essequibo 
in 1616, Berbice in 1627, and Demerara in 1752. Between 1792 and 1815, during the French 
Napoleonic wars and revolutionary wars, the French occupied the country. In 1796, the British 
took over and in 1814, the areas of Demerara, Berbice, and Essequibo were deded ot them by the 
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Dutch. In 1831, the united colonies of Demerara-Essequibo and Berbice became a colony known 
as British Guiana. (Ref1)’ 
  
Reference 1:  
Nationaltoday.com/independence-day-guyana/ (retrieved May 26, 2023 at 11:30pm) 
 
Reference 2: 
Officeholidays.com/holidays/Guyana/Guyana-independence-day 
 
 
Diverse News: A glance at the US college admissions scam 
 
As our world is consumed by scams and frauds where many are gotten away with, the US 
college admission scams was exposed. According to the article, Convictions, prison time: A look 
at U.S college admissions scam, it states,  ‘Boston-More than 50 people were convicted in the 
sprawling college admissions bribery scheme that embroiled elite universities across the country 
and landed a slew of prominent parents and athletic coaches behind bars.’ 
 
There are scams taking place and go unheard of and where many are covered up. ‘How did 
authorities uncover the scheme? Federal investigators stumbled across the scandal after an 
executive they were targeting in an unrelated securities fraud scheme told them that a Yale 
soccer coach had offered to help his daughter get into the school in exchange for bribes.’ 
 
The article further states, ‘Among the most high-profile parents who admitted to charges were 
“Full House” actor Lori Loughlin and her fashion designer husband, Mossimo Giannulli, who 
paid $500,000 in bribes to get their two daughters into the University of Southern California as 
crew team recruits, even though neither of them played the sport.  
 
In another article called ‘The full list of everyone who’s been sentenced in the college 
admissions scandal so far’ states,  ‘Dozens of wealthy people, including actors Felicity Huffman 
and Lori Loughlin, as well as CEOs, high-profile lawyers, and college coaches were charged as 
part of the scheme.’ And gives a ‘ long list of peole who have been sentenced in the college 
admissions scandal.’ It names many. A few are, the ‘Former Standford University sailing coach 
John Vandemoer, Felicity Huffman was sentence to 14 days in jail, Davin Sloane, the founder 
and chief executive of a drinking water and wastewater systems business in Los Angeles, 
California, as sentenced to four months in prison, 500 hours of community service, 2 years of 
supervised release, and has to pay a fine of $95,000. The list is long, and thus in an upcoming 
edition of this magazine more will reported on this scam.  
 
Reference 1: 
Convictions, prison time: A look at U.S college admissions scam 
Ctvnews.ca/world/convictions-prison-time-a-look-at-u-s-college-admissions-scam-1.6217637? 
Published Jan 4, 2023; 2:06pm 
 
Reference 2: 
The full list of everyone who’s been sentenced in the college admissions scandal so far by Kelly 
McLaughlin, Rebecca Cohen, and Grace Eliza Goodwin updated May 12, 2023, 2:24pm mdt 
Link: Insider.com/college-admissions-scandal-full-list-people-sentenced-20219-9 
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Caring for Parent(s) at Home 

With views and opinions by Fisal Ally 
 
Upcoming articles will look at how children take care of their parent (s) with illnesses or needs 
until the end that have illnesses to bring awareness. 
 
Caring for a parent(s) in Canada and in Guyana, South America where I’m originally from is 
very different, almost the opposite. In Guyana, very often you have an extended family where 
more than one person can assist someone that needs help physically or mentally. Thus with more 
help available, family members assists. In Canada it is more or less the opposite, as very often 
everyone in the home has to work to make ends meet and thus it’s much more difficult to care 
for a parent (s) at home in Canada. My siblings and I and many of our relatives grew up in 
Canada and have been in Canada for decades, much longer than many born Canadians, so we 
saw what goes on and people tell us how they live, and very often parents and adult children do 
not live together and senior homes are very common in Canada. Canada is one of the richest 
countries in the world, and very often both husband and wife has to work to make ends meet and 
is in debt for years paying high interest rates, whereas in Guyana, which is one of the poorest 
counties in the world, very often only one person had to work to make ends meet. The standard 
of livings are very different between these two countries. In Guyana most parents are cared for at 
home by family members and that is normal. This article is to share our experiences in caring for 
our parent (s) at home and not to criticize others. Depending on the situation, at times other 
arrangements are made.  

The Holy Quran tells us: “And out of tenderness, lower to them the wing of humility, and say: 
“O My Lord! Bestow Your Grace upon them as they had cherished and reared me when I was a 
child.” (Quran, 17:24) (Further down below is given an explanation of this statement) 
 
Our parents cared for us, it’s time we care for them 

When my parents came to Canada, and they were working two jobs, they did all of that for us, 
their children, and this is why they came to Canada to make sure we have a better education, 
healthcare and work opportunities. They cared for us. They made the sacrifice for us. So why 
shouldn’t we make a sacrifice to assist them when they are faced with problems and illnesses, 
and so we can care for them at home. So when a stranger from the outside looking in tells me 
other wise, as I’ve encountered in the past and throughout the years, all I can say is you have 
your way and we have our way. This is our way and I’m going to do my best, as I have always 
done.  

Our home program for our parent 

We have our home program, where family members are involved in assisting our mom. 
Activities can vary, but in general here are some of the weekly activities that are supervised by a 
family member: 

Parent riding the bike, walking, stretching, cooking, doing laundry once a month, doing math, 
puzzles, quizzes, passing a ball back and forth with for example one of her children where for 
example they toss the ball about 150 times or more non-stop or continue until ready to stop, a 
weekly message (partial), telling family stories, sitting out on the deck with her children and cat 
and enjoying the view of flowers and garden, clip finger nails & toe nails almost every week etc. 
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She gets a haircut at home when she wants one along. She even likes to do dishes at times even 
though she does not have to. Going out for a latte or empanada with family members. Going to 
family functions - where for example the last one she went to was an Eid dinner at her daughter’s 
place. Her meds and eye drops are given to her, just to ensure she does not drop one or forgets to 
take it etc…It’s a nice feeling when a person knows that they can still do many of the things 
they’ve done all their lives, even if they are done much less now. With her illnesses she’s 
enjoying these activities. She’s independent and likes to do her own banking and handles all her 
money and business in the way she wants to. Back in Guyana her mother had a house built with 
four suites on the ground level bringing in an income, and who was also the caregiver (caring 
for) for her mother and mother-in-law in her home; others were there assisting. I remember when 
we were children, when we visited and stayed with our grandmother that one of my sister used to 
assist by sleeping with one of our great grand parent to help out. Those were all normal things 
people do in Guyana. There’s no if and buts about it, normally the parent (s) are always cared for 
my a family member in Guyana.  
 
Our mom still enjoys doing things that she has done throughout her life, but now supervised as 
she does them, and she still likes to be involved in these and looks forward to them. Over the 
past few years, I made a recipe book for her as she cooks and explained how to make the dishes. 
I use her recipe book to make Guyanese traditional dishes such as chowmein, curry, pepperpot, 
provisions and many other dishes. I’m planning to update her recipe book with her explaining the 
more dishes and I will assist her in making them which she loves doing. For me, this is what life 
is all about. This should be one of the main parts of everyone’s life, but we rarely ever see this in 
Canada. Our mom has a choice as to whether she wants to do these and she certainly does want 
to do them and she looks forward to doing them. She does her prayers and often leads prayers 
twice a day (sometimes more) amongst family member(s) at the home, where she reads out the 
verses loud, and goes through the stages of prayers as we follow. This is all good for her memory 
also, and her memory is very good, and some are amazed as how she still knows all the verses 
and sometimes she would say some verses which I had never heard her say before, and the 
beauty is, I continue to learn from her.  

I believe that home is where our parent(s) will get the best love and care as long as the family 
member (s) are loving and caring to them. Home is where you can keep an eye on them. It can be 
challenging, but when it comes to caring you have to make sacrifices. This is what caregiving is. 
This is what a caregiver does. In Canada, very often it will be one person carrying the load, 
which can become draining in many ways, whether it’s financially, health etc…Sometimes, its 
two or three people in the home with the parent (s) which is much better than if it’s only one 
person and this way you share the responsibilities. Again, I’m not writing these articles to judge 
others on their decision, as not everyone has the resources to help them out, but I’m only sharing 
our experiences so hopefully others can see what we are doing and learn from it.  
 
I know of many Guyanese relatives in Canada that takes care of their parent(s) at home with love 
and care, but it’s impossible for some to do even if they wanted to because of the lack of 
resources and help. We have discussions amongst our relatives and share our experiences and we 
learn and grow from this. Each situation is different, so we are always learning and growing. I 
understand that sometimes other decisions are made based on circumstances, and that some 
people do not have the resources to care for a parent (s) at home. Back in Guyana, as a boy I 
have seen how my grandmother took care of her mother and her mother-in-law at home, like 
many Guyanese did. That’s all normal, so it’s normal for me to think that way. In fact I’ve seen it 
right here in Edmonton at home. Even my grandmother in Edmonton, Canada who had different 
form of illnesses had lived with us until the day she died, a few months short of her 88th 
birthday, and I also had to be there to help out, and other family members also assisted, such as 
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all of her children, as in those days, sometimes my grandmother used to spend the weekends with 
her other children, and they also assisted by taking her out and taking her to her doctors 
appointments. We do it out of love, otherwise it’s our duty to do so. It was always a learning 
curve, because in those days we didn’t know much about mental illnesses and all of these 
different illnesses, and we didn’t understand certain behaviors coming from a person, such as 
depression, and why a person forgets something etc…  
 
The following excerpts were taken from Ref 14. (See below for Ref 14)  
The Quran states:  
“And our of tenderness, lower to them the wing of humility, and say: “O My Lord! Bestow Your 
Grace upon them as they had cherished and reared me when I was a child.” (Quran, 17:24)  
 
Comments on the verse:  
(1) When the parent was strong and the child was helpless, parental affection was showered on 
the child: when the child grows up and is strong, and the parent is helpless, can he do less than 
bestow similar tender care on the parent? (2) But more: he must approach the matter with gentle 
humility; for does not parental love remind him of the love with which Allah cherished His 
creatures? There is something here more than simple human gratitude: it goes up into the highest 
spiritual region. Another excerpt from Ref 14 is: “A strong sense of spirituality will help us face 
the challenges of living in today’s modern world. A strong spirituality is one that enables a 
believer (mukmin) to be confident in fulfilling their religious duties wisely and responsibly. A 
confidence that is based on spirituality will lead to a serene heart that will help one to face and 
overcome the stresses of life in today’s modern world…” “Let us not be among those who 
forget the obligation to be kind to others, especially to our parents and family members simply 
because we are too tired from work or we are facing difficult problems. Be fair and do  not take 
it out on our family members who are in need of our love, care and concern.”   
 
Reference 14 :readnreap.wordopress.com/2015/08/02/24-practical-islam-advice-from-quran-to-
be-respectful-and-caring-to-parents/ 
 
Recent abuse in Florida of an elderly female  
 
I have recently heard of what had taken place in Florida in an article published on April 10, 2023 
called ‘Two healthcare workers live streamed abuse of woman with dementia. And thus I want to 
share our experiences for caring for our parent (s) at home.   
 
What happened during the covid-19 lockdowns? 
 
During the covid-19 lockdowns worldwide it became a disaster for parents in some senior 
homes, where children could not visit their parents and where some never saw their loved ones 
again as they passed away in the seniors home they were living in. There were always videos on 
television showing children waving from the road, hoping their parent (s) would see them and 
wave back. Many parent (s) around the world died alone during covid-19. When a person feels 
sad and or depressed, it makes more sense that a loving and caring family member is there 
because of love and also because of the innate bond.  
 
A bit on depression 

People have different values. Some believes that the elderly with some illnesses should be taken 
care of by family members at home to keep an eye on them, instead of being in a senior’s home 
or living alone. Of course those facilities are often good and many depends on these. With the 
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new laws in assisted suicide, if family members are not caring for their parent(s) that have some 
illnesses such as mental illness, will such a person who is not being cared for by a loving family 
member and is in a depressed state even for a short time make the decision to take his/her life, 
which could have been prevented if a loving and caring family member were caring for that 
person and keeping an eye on them throughout the day and night and keeping up their spirit? I’m 
only asking a question. Depression can make your mind do all kinds of strange things where you 
are not thinking right, so I believe it’s important that parent (s) have a loving and caring family 
member to support them, to care for them and to be there for them. I strongly support caring for 
our parent(s) at home and to keep an eye on them. I understand that some people and sometimes 
some have no choice and have to make other arrangements, so I am not judging others for the 
decision they made or the decision they had no choice but to make, but I am only sharing our 
experiences with others that may benefit for others, and for others to understand our values and 
our way of life, and not to impose their values and way of life on us. There will be more articles 
on this topic. 
 
 
 
 
‘Two healthcare workers live streamed abuse of woman with 
dementia’ by Fisal Ally 
 
After having read this article on this recent incident, I decided how important it is for me to start 
sharing my experiences in caregiving, along with other people’s experiences, caring for a 
parent(s) at home. In an article published on April 10, 2023 called ‘Two healthcare workers live 
streamed abuse of woman with dementia, ‘two workers, who are ages 18 and 20, have been 
arrested and charged with exploiting the elderly, records show.’ This took place in Brevard 
County, which is approximately 45 miles east of Orlando. 
 
“I’m disgusted. ... They are two healthcare workers that were entrusted to take care of this lady,” 
Brevard County Sheriff Wayne Ivey said at a news conference on Friday, April 7. 

“They actually put it up on a live stream platform so that their friends could watch it (and) laugh 
about it as they mock this elderly person in her condition. And not only did their friends laugh, 
they actually made comments back and forth about how she should be dealt with and be put in a 
closet.” 

Two healthcare workers live streamed themselves trying to get a diaper on a patient with 
dementia, and invited viewers to offer comments, according to Florida’s Brevard County Sheri’s 
Office. 

According to the article, the two healthcare workers were ‘arrested and charged with exploiting 
the elderly, records show.’ 

A portion of the video shared by the sheriff’s office shows the workers laughing, making jokes 
and teaming up to put a diaper on the woman. 

The date of the live stream and name of the assisted living facility were not released. 

However, Ivey said the facility “did everything right” when it became aware of the live stream, 
ring the two employees and alerting the sheriff’s office. 
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Jada Harris, 18, was arrested April 7 and charged with illegal interception of communication, 
abuse of an elderly or disabled adult without great harm and video voyeurism, jail records show. 
Bond was set at $6,000. 

Shy’tiona Bishop, 20, was charged April 7 with abuse of an elderly or disabled person without 
great harm and video voyeurism, records show. Bond was set at $4,000. 

Having read what happened to this lady, what else goes on for the other 24 hours in a day, 365 
days a year in these senior’s or assisted living places which you do not hear about? What 
happens when workers are faced with illnesses and there’s a short of staff, or if workers are 
grumpy for the day? I’m not criticizing these facilities, but are asking questions, so we can also 
learn and bring about better care at home as we are all learning and growing as caregivers. If this 
incident were not on camera, would anybody have heard about this? If the two health care 
workers and friends are laughing about what they did, do you believe someone at home caring 
for a parent (s) could do something bad and have relatives laugh about it, I doubt it as relatives 
will not tolerate any such behaviors. And this is why I believe it’s best to care for parent (s) at 
home, if you can, because most likely you hopefully have a loving and caring family member. 
This lady most likely is living with such silent pain and crying from the inside day by day and 
night by night, not wanting to be in such a place. If this was caught on camera, how many other 
healthcare workers have done this and nobody knows about it. Chances are, you will never hear 
about it. It's a good thing this was on camera. We always hear how great these places are and 
how the patients get quality care, but this video tells otherwise. It does happen. It’s a business. 
Do you believe these two workers care for this elderly person more than a loving and caring 
family members would?  

The article says ‘The patient did not suffer injuries and is currently in the care of “professional 
healthcare workers” and her family, he said. 

The two workers were professional healthcare workers, that’s why they were there doing their 
jobs and being paid, but they decided to do something mean to this person. It clearly states in the 
headlines that the two workers are ‘healthcare workers’ meaning they are professional healthcare 
workers getting paid to do their jobs. We’ve heard of many other situations. These things do take 
place. When a person has worked all of their lives and has a pension and savings, this is where it 
goes? Such incidents do happen. I believe parent (s) are better off living with family members 
who are loving and caring and are willing to make some sacrifices to care for them. Not 
everyone have the means to do so, but if you do then I believe you should consider it.  

Ivey says: “My only hope is that these two (suspects) live long enough in life (that) someone 
pays it forward in response to their actions of how they treated this lady,” Ivey said. This is the 
kind of thing we hope that will not happen to anybody when they are old, not even these two 
workers as they will be old and this is what you want to prevent.  

Also after seeing what had taken place with the elderly during the covid lockdowns, I believe 
that families needs to find better ways for caring for their elderly ones such as living amongst 
loving and caring family members and taken care of by family members, incase there are more 
lockdowns which will prevent family members from visiting their love ones. I understand that 
not everyone have the resources, but if you do, it’s something to think about.  

Reference: 
Two healthcare workers live streamed abuse of woman with dementia, Florida cops say 
https://ca.yahoo.com/news/two-healthcare-workers-live-streamed-133232935.htm 
Mark Price; Mon, April 10, 2023 at 7:32 a.m.  
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A SONGWRITING AND MUSIC JOURNEY 
by Fisal Ally 
 

Independent artist, dedication to the art for a lifetime 

 
Photo: May 2023 
 
 

 
Photo: May 2023 
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Photo, April 29, 
2023 

I have been writing on my songwriting journey for years now. I am an 
independent artist and have always been. I don’t need fame or riches to do 
what I love to do. Nor do I need anyone to pat me on my back or to flatter 
me. I do it for the love of the art  

As part of my journey, recently I have been learning many Indian songs, and have also been 
looking at songs from other cultures, such as some religious songs from Albania, Turkey, Africa 
and places in the Middle East. 
 
I continue by playing live when I have the opportunity to do so 
 
At my mom’s birthday celebration on April 29, 2023, I played the Bollywood version of a 
birthday song along with some other tunes, which I had learned to play for this celebration, as 
my dad had loved listening to some of those songs. Thus this celebration was a golden one and 
very special and will always be remembered.  
 
I love what I do, so even if I play for one person, I will enjoy it as much. I don’t write songs for 
riches or fame. I write songs for myself. Anyone can do it. Anyone can write a song. But you 
have to do it yourself and you have to put in the time than to expect others to do it for you. 
Songwriting is easy, but some songs can take a long time to complete. The more you write the 
better you become and the more different kind of songs you will come up with. But you have to 
do it yourself than to expect someone else to do it for you. If you love what you do, you will 
continue to do it, regardless of what others thing about your songs or voice. As a teenager, we 
also state that we will write songs the way we choose to write our songs and not to do it because 
others say we must write a certain way. By the time I was age 21, I had written about 75 songs.  
 
 
The scammers and ‘The Copyright Scam’  
 
Years ago, I had written a book called ‘The Copyright Scam,’ and I did that for a reason. And 
that’s because I’ve heard about some people scamming the hard work of others and continues to 
get away with it. It’s all seems like a big plot. A big scam. I believe that often it’s not just carried 
out by one person, but by a group of people that have connection to the music business and 
people who are involved in the plot, and it’s about getting rich for some and fame for others. 
After seeing what had happened to my songs and books over the past 13 years, I have warned 
many people to be careful of these scams and crimes. But I believe some do not care because it’s 
their only way to become rich and or famous or to get other kinds of favors such as job contracts 
and maybe other favors, so I believe some will go along with the scams. 
 
Looking back at the ‘US college admissions scam’ and famous singers and songwriters 
being sued  
Like the US college admissions scam that took place a few years ago, where many famous 
people were brought to justice (or maybe placed on a golf course for a few years), in the same 
way, I believe that all of the people stealing our songs and books will get caught, but by that time 
the ones that plotted all of this will be so rich from their plots and the theft of our hard work that 
they would have gotten away with it all, and I believe that is their plan. And if you can recall, it 
was also a few years ago, when many of the famous singers and musicians were being sued for 
using other people’s work without permission.  
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Parents that are famous along with their associates had pulled off some of the biggest 
scams in history and were caught 
 
In the college scam parents who were looked up to had pulled off some of the biggest scams or 
were involved in shady deals to get their children into the top colleges in the US for sports and 
other programs, by cheating the system, and they didn’t care that they were robbing others of 
their admission to those colleges. But they were all caught and they were exposed to the public. 
Don’t you think it’s happening in music also and that the ones pulling off the scams will be 
exposed? 
 
Many that should have gotten into those colleges did not get in, because others that knew how to 
scam the system got in and thus robbed others of their opportunities, which they will never 
recover from and their lives ruined. The parents went through the backdoor and side door to 
scam the system, robbing others of their opportunities. Don’t you think the same thing is 
happening in music, where people are stealing our songs and going through the backdoor and 
side door to make tons of money? 
  
A few years ago many mainstream artists were sued for stealing songs 
 
Since I was a teenager I’ve heard of scams where people’s songs were stolen, but I didn’t realize 
how bad the scams were in the mainstream music business. Seeing what happened to my songs 
and books, I learned lots about how the whole business is devious and wicked and the scams 
seems to be unbelievable, and had to be planned carefully and pulled off by some who believe 
they can always get away with it. Even a few years ago many mainstream artists were accused of 
stealing people’s songs. I guess that’s okay? Those are not crimes? I didn’t know that some were 
so wicked and mischievous. And it seems like many are getting away with it. I’m beginning to 
wonder if those mainstream songwriters nowadays are actually writing those songs. A youtube 
host claims that the mainstream musicians are not writing their songs, but the songs are given to 
them by their handlers. I believe he speaking about some of the singers/musicians in recent 
years. However, I believe that many mainstream musicians do and have written their own hit 
songs. However it seems to me like - and I do believe this to be a fact - that some are given parts 
of stolen songs and ideas such as catchy hooks and are told to expand on them and put their 
names on it - that what it seems like. Based on my experiences, for many, I now believe that to 
be true where the person states that mainstream artists do not write their own songs, probably not 
in all cases but in some or even many. If its true, the question is where do the handlers get the 
songs? I do believe people’s work are being stolen and some of it is passed on, broken into 
pieces and changed and disguised to hide the crimes they are committing, and where some are 
taking credit for the ideas and work by others, and it seems like many are getting away with it. 
I’ve seen that happened to my own songs starting 13 years ago, and where a system seems to be 
set up so I cannot get my messages out to let others know what’s taking place. I believe that 
people who involved in all of these scams from a very high level are a part of bringing about a 
great destruction to our lives and to this world. 
 
 
The opportunists, and the superficial ones 
 
If someone or a group has scammed your work and you are hearing your work everywhere, and 
others are harassing you, they will harass you until the end for your wealth and to keep you 
silence. Can they sleep at nights? I doubt it. They’ve made their paradise on earth through theft 
and corruption. But I believe others are watching and they are all going to be caught. Did the 
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ones involved in the US college admission scams caught? Didn’t many musicians/singers get 
caught a few years ago? 
 
The love for the art and creating and writing songs and music 
 
Music is a big business. But for some like myself, we are willing to work ordinary jobs and to 
continue our love for the art, whether it’s writing songs, music, books etc… and even if we never 
make a penny or if someone steals all of our work, I certainly will never be discouraged by them. 
In fact they’ve made a better person and stronger in many ways.  
 
My parents and grandparents worked very hard, therefore so should others instead of 
stealing other people’s work or expecting others to do the work for them 
 
When my parents arrived in Canada, like man Guyanese they worked two jobs to make ends 
meet. The government didn’t give them anything. The government didn’t give them handouts. 
The government of Canada gave them a place to grow in life and they took it on and worked 
very hard for it. They were not going on vacations every year like many do today, and a few 
times a year. In Guyana, some of my grandparents worked in the sugarcane fields and did hard 
labor work, therefore I can do the same. They didn’t sit on their butts expecting others to do it for 
them. I didn’t sit on my butt and asked others to write my songs and books. I had to give up a lot, 
such as going to the movies, going on vacations, going out for dinners etc…I had to put in the 
hours, while others were partying and having fun. Today what are people doing? They are 
watching movies, texting, being online all day and night. I cannot stop someone from stealing 
my work, if that’s what they prefer to do than to sit on their butts and write their songs and 
books. Sooner or later they will get caught. Didn’t the people involve in the college scams fraud 
all got caught?  
 
Some people saying they are the best in their religion but can be the worse human beings 
 
I’ve witnessed for myself that some of the most religious people are the most pretentious and are 
very dishonest, and that they will get themselves involved in shady deals, and then tell the world 
that God has blessed them because of their good deeds. Some will tell you that they are studying 
the religious books and how devout they are and then they will do shady things, lie about you, 
and betray you. I’ve witnessed quite a few people and religious ones also doing these shady 
things in life because they are lazy and they expect others to give them all kinds of contracts and 
gifts. 
 
I had a few interesting experiences on April 29, 2023, where I played some guitar 
instrumentals at my mom’s birthday celebration.  
 
I had spent a few months picking out songs and listening to them, not having heard some before 
and vaguely having some kind of memory of some. Trying to remember these Bollywood songs 
are not easy and can be very time consuming. I wanted to play these tunes for my mom on her 
birthday celebration. And if anybody has read some of the past articles, it’s always mentioned 
that my mom was the one that always used to sing to us from the time we were babies to even 
into our adult days, and that’s most likely why I like to sing.  
 
At the birthday celebration, all of the Bollywood songs I played, I had recently learned them, 
except for the Bollywood birthday song. The songs I recently learned and played were: The 
birthday song, Sau saal pehle, Ja wada kiyawho nibhana padega, lag jaa gale, tum bin jau kaha, 
isstarah aashiqika, so change tumhe pyaar kare key, mere mehboob qayamat hogi, pyaar 
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deewana. Two other songs which I had learned but did not play were: main duniya bhola doona, 
and jumen tum se pyaar kitna. This time I just wanted to play these new Bollywood songs and 
nothing else, so I really had to focus on them, because they are very long and hard to remember, 
as I’m not only playing the singing melody parts, but I’m also play a lot of the lead guitars, 
keyboards and orchestras parts on the guitar, which I had to learn by ear, so it’s a lot of memory 
work and practicing. I had locate about half of each song guitar tabs by doing a search on google 
and on youtube, but a lot of it I had to listen to over and over and pick out the notes and then 
created my own guitar tabs. I also like to play instrumentals like Samba Pati (Carlos Santana), La 
Bamba, Sultans of Swings, Johnny B. Goode, surfing songs, and many others, but didn’t play 
them at the celebration. I had planned this birthday celebration for my mom, therefore I had a lot 
of other things on my mind. I plan on learning about 10 more Bollywood instrumental songs so 
this way I would know about 40 Bollywood songs on the guitar, but also I still want to improve 
on all of the songs by playing more parts and on different places on the guitar fret board.  
 
A memorable experience for me that keeps my motivation going 
I always write on my experiences and on my music journey so one day I could look back at what 
had taken place. After I had finished playing the Bollywood instrumental songs on my guitar at 
my mom’s birthday celebration, someone kept telling me to sing that he wants to hear me sing. 
He was smiling. I wonder why because his next set of words made me wonder about his choice 
of words. He then said to me ‘If you want a voice’ and then pointed to a person who was at the 
celebration and who is a singer.  
 
I remember at one party, a few people had ask me to sing a song after the female singer had sang, 
so I sang ‘Stand by me’ in the key of C, and it was a struggle because I normally sing this song 
in the key of A, but at that time I did not remember the chords in the key of A, so I just played all 
open chords in the key of C which is very easy to do. After I was finished ever one clapped, and 
a Canadian person named Larry, had told me good job and for me to keep it up that I will get 
better as time goes on - so that was good encouragement. For Larry who had recently passed 
away, I will continue playing and singing my songs - thank you for your encouragement, brother.  
 
At my mom’s birthday celebration all the person had to do was to ask the female singer to sing 
since she normally always sing at these celebrations. I was just so busy that I forgot to ask her to 
sing. Trying to keep an eye on my cat so nobody let him out of the house was already a task.  
 
Do I want a voice? I sure do. Yes, my voice and that’s good enough for me. Bob Dylan is one of 
the most successful musicians but yet most would say he’s not a good singer. And that’s what 
makes us unique. We are artists, and we tell our stories ourselves. We don’t need someone else 
to do it for us. I know people who are lazy wants our songs to sing. Song writing is not hard. It’s 
easy. You just have to do it. That’s all. But lazy people want others to do it for them. 
 
A similar comparison 
 
I mentioned the above to make a comparison with what someone else had said in an email. These 
are reasons I also write on these events. About two years ago, I asked a friend who plays some 
guitar if he wanted to meet up to play guitar and if he has a mic that I could borrow so I could do 
some of recordings, because my condense mic stopped working. Things had eased up from covid 
lockdowns and I thought that it’s good for us to get out and do things before we all get lock 
down again. His response in an email was I can loan you a vocal, and he did not mention the 
mic which I wanted to borrow, nor did he responded about playing the guitar. Hmmm, so I 
wonder if he wanted to sing some of my songs. I never knew him to be a singer. Can he even 
sing? I also never heard him play the guitar, even at a jam session we had back in the mid 1990s 
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where there were about eight of us. Based on this I wonder if the person above has some other 
motives. 
 
There are millions of amazing singers out there who will never get anywhere in music 
 
There are millions of amazing singers out there - look at the many that audition and enters the 
voice competition shows and will never get anywhere in music. It’s tough to get selected even 
with a great voice, maybe unless you have some connections. I can tell you something that I 
know many amazing singers and they don’t even sing because it’s not about singing, it’s about 
you being an artist and being creative to keep creating something unique. Millions of people are 
great singers but will never get anywhere because they just want to sing.  
 
Another example is when someone actually told me I can’t sing 
 
This is classic for me because at the celebration a small girl had mentioned a CD that I had made 
and she said that I had removed the singing. That was cute so I wanted to remember this and 
share the stories. I explained that it’s an instrumental CD so there’s no singing on that CD. She 
insisted that I removed the words. She was stern and adamant as if it was rehearsed or someone 
had put her up to it, at least I feel that way. For many of my songs, I also do an instrumental 
version, as a teenager we did do lots of instrumentals such as Pipeline, Tequila, Wipeout, and 
many others. In my 1990s recordings, I did instrumentals on Lisa, Blue Caribbean Sea and 
others; some are on www.allymedia.ca. It’s a natural thing to do. A lot of times we just get 
together to play instrumentals. I was a lead guitarist in my teenage days and I was good at it. 
That CD the small girl is speaking of was an instrumental CD where the singing parts were done 
using a guitar and keyboard. It’s normal to do that. The small girl then said something like ‘xxx 
(I’m not going to mention the name) said you can’t sing, so that’s why you removed the singing.’ 
Even while I was playing the guitar, she would come up to me and comment on how I play the 
guitar good, and I believe she even said that my playing sound like elevator music, meaning 
instrumental songs. These are memorable experiences for as I have been writing about them for 
many years now.  
 
I’m always motivated from criticisms. Yes I can sing, and I do not need anyone’s vocals or voice 
because I am an artist and I’m happy with what I do. I’ve always said that I will continue to do 
what I do until I die. Since my mom’s birthday celebration, I recently did some quick unplanned 
and unrehearsed videos in the kitchen where I just felt like picking up my old acoustic guitar, 
start strumming, turn on the video, my hair all messed up and sang songs such as True Love, 
Sometimes, Lisa, That’s crazy love, Rain go away. I plan to do many more as they’ve got me 
going. My cat Furrari are in some of the videos as he walked by and to stop to listen.  
 
Go on your own music journey based on your own credentials 
 
When it comes to the art of music, I go on my own journey, doing it for myself. If I was in a 
big professional studio and had the funds, I can easily have my vocals tweaked and if something 
is out of tune then you teak it or work on those parts over and over and over until you get it right 
- that’s what many musicians do, so why shouldn’t that apply to me? Oh, someone else wants my 
songs. They want me to do all the work, and they want to reap all of the benefits. As I stated 
before that in my records I only completed the recordings to a certain level due to cost, and that 
was good enough for me.  
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Video taping my original songs 
Over the years I would set up a small camera and videotape my own tunes and also cover tunes. I 
probably have over 100 videos. Recently, I was encouraged at my mom’s birthday celebration to 
keep playing my guitar and to keep singing, and thus recently I would just pick up an old 
acoustic guitar, turn on the camera and start singing some of my songs. It’s all raw. I don’t even 
comb my hair. And it’s all for fun, and as you can see, my cat, Furrari, is keeping my company 
as I play and sing; when I look at the video, I’m surprise to see him in the videos, going in and 
out of the house and deck.  
 
Anyone can write a song and write many songs 
 
Anyone that plays an instrument can easily write songs if he/she/them wants to. I had written 
about 75 songs by the time I was age 21. I didn’t sit on my butt and expect the songs to appear. 
You also grow as a songwriter and musician. I heard about some musicians stealing people’s 
songs and thus I had written a book called ‘The copyright scam.’  
 
After what had taken place over the pass 13 years, I will not give anybody permission to 
use any of my songs 
 
Based on everything I’ve witnessed, I will not give any of my relatives and any of my friends, 
nor anyone permission to use any of my songs where others may pull them into scams. 
Thus I could only try to keep my relatives and friends and myself out of trouble by not allowing 
others to pull us into their scams. If people wants to rob us and destroy us then that’s their 
choice, but I’m sure they will pay one day - if not in this world, then in the next. Like in the US 
college admission scam, beware of the scammers that’s stealing our hard work to make 
their pockets heavy and then framing everyone else by also pulling others into their 
schemes  to frame innocent people.  
 
One thing I’ve learned in life is never to let anybody discourage me, as I will always continue to 
stand taller (morals and values) than them. I will never let anybody discourage me and stop me 
from playing my original songs and singing them, along with playing many other songs. I had to 
stop writing songs and books because the wicked have the technology to steal everything in real 
time as we create them and then have it published, as we’re going what the hell happened. No 
doubt this is hell on earth and its only going to get worse. 
 
 
 

Gang-stalking 
Do you feel like you are being stalked? Do you have something that someone or a group of 
people is after and then suddenly strange things start happening to you that never happened 
before. Here is what an article says about gang stalking. 

This article (Ref 9) says ‘Epidemiological data suggest that as many as 0.66% of adult women 
and 0.17% of adult men in the western world may suffer the subjective experience of being 
group-stalked (‘gang stalked’) at some point in their lives….Stalking denotes a pattern of 
repeated, unwanted intrusion  by one person into he life of another in a manner that causes 
distress, disruption, or fear…Stalking generally involves a single stalker who may occasionally 
recruit others into stalking by proxy, their involvement usually being unwitting. By contract, 
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reports of group or gang-stalking describe stalking by multiple individuals who engage in a 
shared endeavor with a group purpose. For research purposes, the number is taken as three or 
more, although in many instances those suffering from the phenomenon have reported the 
involvement of far greater numbers….being stalked by individuals is a relatively common 
experience in the western world….But even the most conservative estimates suggest that 8% of 
women and 2% of men are stalked at some point in their lives. Other numbers are also reported.  

An example of what looks like gang stalking 

In the video, ‘These Little Ones’ on www.stewpeters.com, one of the speakers spoke on a 
Hollywood actor name Isaac Kappy, who was speaking out on the abuse of children and satanic 
rituals. One of the narrator said, Isaac was infiltrated, where people from the beginning who were 
not his friends where there to watch him.” Isaac said someone who was very close to him was 
there to infiltrate him. He said, ‘they try to set someone up that you know and love…” He said 
these people are evil, they are unregistered foreign agents.” The narrator said that Isaac said he 
was totally lied to, everyone who I thought I was doing the right thing with, they were not who 
they said they were.  On May 13, 2019, Actor Isaac Kappy who was speaking up for the little 
ones lost his life at age 42. Highlight on the video says at time 52:25: ‘For those who tried to 
protect the little ones. No good deed goes unpunished.’ Near the end of the video around 53:20, 
the female speaker says: SPEAK UP FOR THOSE WHO CAN’T SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES 
AND FOR THE RIGHTS OF ALL WHO ARE DESTITUTE. SPEAK UP AND JUDGE 
FAIRLY. DEFEND THE RIGHTS OF THE POOR AND THE NEEDY. THANK YOU.’ The 
ending highlight says: We’ve got it from here, Isaac. 

Technology Glitch? 
 
In the article ‘The Great Spiritual Awakening’ what I found later in the article when I went back 
to do an edit. In the following sentence the word ‘litter’ should not be there. It could have been 
my error but I do question it. It’s more or less saying that people ate litter to break their fast. In 
the past editions, I shared many harassing messages, which I have received - and I have no doubt 
that it all has to do with others using my songs and books, and are profiting from decades of my 
dedication and hard work.  
  
When a person break their fast, it’s already late in the night, so chances are even if you eat a 
normal meal or a smaller (as it is you had more or less ate very litter to make your fast and also 
you missed lunch so you no doubt deserves a regular evening meal, but many will eat something 
smaller. 
 
It should be: 
When a person break their fast, it’s already late, so chances are even if you eat a normal meal or 
a smaller (as it is you had more or less ate very little to make your fast and also you missed 
lunch so you no doubt deserves a regular evening meal, but many will eat something smaller. 
 
In the past editions I wrote about something similar to above where many words that shouldn’t 
be there such as ‘litter’ in the above statement, makes a lot of sense in a negative insulting way, 
which I believe someone is hacking my system and making those changes deliberately. The 
autocorrect is not on, and all of the errors are underlined in red. I certainly would not type the 
word ‘litter’ and if I had made an error, it should have remained as an error underlined in red.  
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A Real Life Spooky Event 

 
On Wednesday, April 26, 2023 at around 8am in the morning, I went out to the driveway to start 
up a van that belongs to a person who is paraplegic. I found the door unlocked and slightly open. 
I always make sure I lock the door. The van is adapted for this person. I then started up the van 
to let the battery charge and went back inside the yard. Approximately four minutes later, when I 
looked towards the van, the side door was opening and the lift was coming out. I rushed out the 
yard to the driveway, as another car was next to the van, but the lift that opens out did not hit the 
car. That was spooky because I’ve never ever seen that happened before, not with this van nor 
with the previous van. The only way for that door to open would be from the inside. But there 
was no one in the van, unless a ghost was in the van and pressed the button (joke). I believe that 
this could be done remotely, but by who? That is the question.  
 
On Thursday, April 27, 2023, around 8:30am, I wanted to see what would happen so I went out 
to the driveway to start the van. The door was closed and it was locked. I started the van and 
went back into the yard and watched to see if anything would happen. Nothing happened. 
 
The van has equipment inside and thus the alarm did go off at two different times, after I tried 
staring the vehicle after it was charged. Obviously the alarm may have interrupted people’s 
sleep. 
 
I called the Edmonton police around 2pm, Thursday, April 27, 2023 to let them know what 
happened in case it happens again. I didn’t want to wait to see if will happen again. It may be too 
late. The female that took the call asked some questions, if there’s surveillance to see if anybody 
was at the vehicle in the night. She also stated that it could be an electric glitch. If it was, it 
certainly never happened before where the door opened on its own and out came the lift. As I 
stated I have assisted this person for years and drove this van many times before. She didn’t 
record the complaint, but I will in this edition and on a blog on www.allymedia.ca incase it 
happens again, it’s been recorded and published as a trail. If it does happen again, then the police 
may not have any records of my call, and by then if it happens again, someone may steal the 
vehicle or do some damages…Fisal Ally, April 27, 2023; 2:17pm 
 
 

 
 

A glitch while riding the bike 
 

It was around 12:15pm on Friday, April 28, 2023 when my mom was riding the bike. We’ve had 
the bike for 3 years now and as far as I can remember, we’ve never had a glitch, where while 
riding the bike that it would suddenly stop working and where the display would start flashing. I 
had assisted her in getting on the bike and she was comfortable riding. Just over four minutes 
later, while I was sitting at the table next to the bike, she called saying there’s something wrong. 
I looked at the digital screen on the bike and it was flashing. The whole display was filled with 
characters, and the bike stopped working. I reacted by pressing the quick start button and it reset 
itself and it was okay. She continued riding the bike.  
 
When I had looked at the display, she was riding the bike for just over 4 minutes, from what I 
recall it was about 4 minutes and 20 seconds. Another electrical glitch? Note the incident above 
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that took place on April 26, 2023, where the door on the van was opening just after 4 minutes. 
Coincidence that both incident happened around four minutes? Another glitch? An electrical 
glitch on a van, which runs on gas, which we’d, had never seen before. And now another glitch 
on the bike, which is plugged into the electrical socket? Something smells very fishy. Since the 
glitch on the van on April 26, I have been checking the van everyday and it had not happen 
again. It was obvious to me that if the front door on the van was unlocked and was not fully 
closed that someone may have gone into the van. I don’t know for sure, but it is a concern.    
 
 
Update on May 24, 2023 : Nothing out of the ordinary has happened since writing the above.  

 
Full Moon. It’s commonly stated that the moon is a physical place, it’s also stated that the moon is a 
light. (The Quran says the moon is a light. And I also heard that the moon is light which is the reflection 
of earth and what you are seeing in the moon is a map of the earth...F.Ally 
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Chem Trails taking over the sky of Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 
For months the sky is clear, and then suddenly on one day this happens, then it stops again for a week a 
few weeks, and then we see it again. Whatever it is, it’s long and goes on for miles and miles, and also 
spreads out for miles and miles.  
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Snow that just came down. What happens to the fluffy snow? We’ve been seeing a lot of this, instead of 
fluffy, just what looks like small pellets or balls.  
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Two birds enjoying their time together 
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Two ducks enjoying their time together
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Spring 2023 

 
 
The	  Great	  Spiritual	  Awakening	  
Part II - A glance at three great world faiths: Hinduism, Christianity and Islam 
by Fisal Ally (Second Edition) 
 
First Edition - April 4 2023 
(For Part I - See Diverse City Magazine 2022 - Christmas edition) 
This article was first published on www.allymedia.ca on April 4, 2023. There will be an update 
to this first edition with more research information. 
 
Section 1 - Commonality in faiths 
Section II - The Month of Ramadan (the month of Fasting) 
Section III - Easter 2023 
Section IV- A glance at other World Religion celebrations 
 
Section 1 - Commonality in faiths 
 
Three of the world’s biggest religions were fasting at the same time in 2023: Hinduism, 
Christianity and Islam. During this time I watched a DVD called ‘The Concept of God in 
Hinduism and Islam, in the light of the scared scriptures’ with guest speakers, Dr. Zakir Naik and 
Sri Sri Ravi Shankar. The information presented by Dr. Naik and Ravi Shankar has a lot of 
commonality, although lots are also different. Even in times when people of different faiths, 
colors and backgrounds should come together, some seems more divided than ever.  
 
There’s a difference between the words ‘God’ and ‘Allah’ 
 
In my spirituality articles, sometimes I use the Arabic word Allah and at other times I use the 
word, God. Dr. Naik gave a good explanation for this. He stated that the word, Allah, is unique 
and is always one, has no partners, and can never be male or female, does not have a mother, 
father or child and thus Allah which is an Arabic word is the correct word for Muslims to use, 
whereas the word God is not unique. You can add ‘ess’ and you have Goddess. You can add and 
‘s’ and you have Gods. You can add father and mother and you have Godfather and Godmother. 
As Naik pointed out that because some people do not understand these differences then it’s okay 
to use the word God in a unique sense meaning God is One when having a discussion, but as he 
pointed out again, for Muslims the correct word to use is Allah and not God for those very 
reasons. Also Jesus did not use the word ‘God.’ Jesus used the Aramaic word ‘Allaha’ which is 
the same as the Arabic word ‘Allah.’ 
 
During the discussion, as seen in the DVD, Sri Sri Ravi Shankar who practices Hinduism began 
in his open statements: (this is my transcript and some of the words were vague and thus missed) 
Dear brothers and sisters, there’s a saying that comes to my mind … you can read all the 
scriptures in the world and argue and counter argue…but through love, belongingness, a sense of 
understanding beyond words can unite us…today the world is a hell because everyone thinks 
their path is the right path and every other path is the wrong path. We need a broader 
understanding.” “Don’t depend on logic and arguments. Arguments don’t take you any further. 
Within one religion there are so many arguments. Because everyone thinks they are right. The 
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Hindus - there are so many schools of thought, everyone’s fighting. In Islam, the same thing - the 
Shias and Sunnis and Ahmadias. Today there are 32 sects of Buddhism, different interpretations, 
and everyone claims there interpretation is correct. I will appeal to all human beings. Take all 
that is common. We can all live together as brothers and sisters. We can appreciate each other.” 
“It’s only through love you can reach the ultimate. Where we are similar shake hands, where 
there are differences you also shake hands, then you are a human being”. “There’s one divinity, 
one love, one humanity. Do not just hold on to the words, but see the teachings behind the words. 
Ravi Shankar went on to speak on breathing techniques and yoga, which people of all faiths can 
benefit from. Many years ago, I began breathing technique on my own when I read some 
information in a book that was unrelated to any faith or religious practices. And the same go for 
stretches. Even when it comes to yoga, without it being a part of a faith, many across the world 
in all walks of have been practicing all kinds of stretches which is a natural thing to do that helps 
with flexibility and health. Such becomes a part of our lives, even when we are engaged in 
prayers and worshipping.   
 
It’s true what Ravi Shankar is saying about the arguments amongst people. I see this a lot from 
Muslims and Christians. Muslims are busy trying to convert people to Islam and Christians are 
doing the same. I’ve never once tried to covert anybody. I only engage in discussions if someone 
approaches me on it. When someone walks up to me and began a conversation and then start 
talking nonsense that’s when I know someone had put them up to doing it. And this is how I 
learned that some Muslims are very wicked and deceitful, yet pretend to be religious. Christians 
and Jews are no different. In my write-ups I speak more of Islam because I know more of Islam. 
I’ve asked Christians to write me something on Christianity for these editions and I never get 
help with it, so I do what I can. In Guyana, South America where I’m originally from, everyone 
had to practice Christianity, that’s if they want to go to school, and this is how I know a bit about 
Christianity, the Christian prayers, songs and Christmas carols. The Quran also speaks of 
Christians and Jews, so I also learned about Christianity from the Quran and Bible, and also from 
many that coverts to Islam, as they tell their experiences in Christianity and why they converted 
to Islam in their youtube videos. I also know a bit about Hinduism based on reading parts of 
some books and watching videos such as the one with Dr. Naik and Ravi Shankar, and also from 
some very good friends. 
 
In the DVC, both Dr. Naik and Ravi Shankar spoke about commonality in their faiths, and thus I 
mentioned some of these common beliefs and practices, and omitted the ones that differs 
considerably. 
 
Ravi Shankar who spoke of Hinduism, in his book stated. Spirituality demand two things 1) 
Authenticity 2) Intensity. Dr. Naik fully agreed and was impressed by Shankar’s words. 
 
In his book, Shankar said: Faith in one God.  
 
Dr. Naik who is also a student in Hinduism and Christianity said, referring to verses in the 
Hindus sacred scriptures: Yajurveda Ch.32 V.3 states: Of that God there’s no patima, no 
likeness, no image, no statue.’ Here we do see some scared scriptues in common in Hinduism 
and Islam and that there’s only one God. Dr. Naik made some clarifications. He said “The 
followers of most religion except Islam, believes in the concept of anthromorphism, that Almight 
God taking forms including human forms. What Dr. Naik stated is based not only on Islam but 
also on what Shankar stated in his book. However there are some major differences in the two 
religions. Naik stated that Shankar said, a person at a lower level, idol is required, but at a higher 
level of consciousness, idol is not required. There’s some commonality there, but with some 
major differences. At lease we’re seeing things in common which believers of both faiths can 
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agree on. As Sri Sri Ravi Shankar said above, “I will appeal to all human beings. Take all that is 
common. We can all live together as brothers and sisters. We can appreciate each other.” 
 
There are other things in common which both faiths share. Here is one more 
 
What it comes to washing before prayers, Naik says both Muslims and some Hindus wash their 
hands and feet before prayers to God. Shankar agrees with Naik. In Islam this washing is called 
Wudu (abolution). Naik went on further to bring the Old Testament and New Testament into this 
that all three great religions speaks of washing before prayers. Naik stated in the Book of Exodus 
Ch40 V.32 & 33 “Moses and Aaron wash their hands and feet before their prayer to their lord as 
they were commanded to do. He also stated in the Book of Acts Ch.21 V.26, Paul along with 
men, he washed before he appeared in from of the Lord as was commanded. 
 
 
 
Section I - The Month of Ramadan (The months of fasting for Muslims) 
(Parts of the following two sections were taken from previous editions and modified) 
  

 

The month of Ramadan is a month of fasting and 
worshipping for Muslims around the world. This year the 
month of Ramadan begins on March 22, 2023 for most 
around the world and goes on for 29 or 30 days, and wjere 
the last day of fasting will most likely be Thurs, April 20, 
2023, where hundreds of millions around the world will be 
fasting during this months, from sunrise to sunset, where the 
hours vary depending on where you live.  

 
The celebration of Eid will most likely take place on Friday, April 21, 2023. 
In the book Teach yourself Islam by Ruqaiyyah Waris Maqsood on p.77 states, ‘Ramadan is seen 
as the most significant of months, a time of spiritual and physical discipline, and a time for 
making extra effort to spread love, peace and reconciliation.’ The author states that Muslims are 
involved in cultivating ‘a peaceful and prayerful attitude of mind’ by fasting for the month with 
self restraint and giving up food, liquids and other habits during the fasting hours for this month.  
 
The Quran states: Ramadhan is the (month) in which was sent down the Quran, as a guide to 
mankind, also clear (signs) for guidance and judgment (between right and wrong)…during that 
month should spend it in fasting. (Surah II: 185) 
 
Islam has been around since time immemorial (or since the beginning of humans) 
 
In the DVD ‘The Concept of God in Hinduism and Islam, in the light of the scared scriptures’ 
with guest speakers, Dr. Zakir Naik and Sri Sri Ravi Shankar, Dr. Naik said ‘many people have 
the misconception that Islam is a new religion which came into existence 1400 years ago and 
Prophet Mohammed (PBUH), peace be upon him, was the founder of this religion. Infact Islam 
was there since time immemorial, since man set foot on the Earth. And Prophet Mohammed 
(PBUH) is not the founder of this religion but the last and final messenger sent by Almighty 
God, the last and final prophet.’  
 
I had also watched another DVD called ‘Why Man Should Recognize God’ by Shaykh Khalid 
Yasin, who had converted from Christianity to Islam back in the 1990s. Khalid spoke of the way 
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we have an innate love for our parents, from the time we were born to the time they depart from 
this world, and in the same way we also have an innate love for God when we where born.  
 
 
Some terms used in Islam 
 
Worship  
 
When we worship the creator, we are serving  him, therefore in many instances worshipping is 
the same as saying serving , and thus I  add the word serve in brackets to some of the verses as to 
remind us that worshiping (serving the creator) is very important. For worshipping means to 
serve, that is following the guidance (manual) Allah has given us to conduct our lives during this 
journey. For example here are two translation of chapter 51, verse 56 (51:56).   1) And I did not 
create the jin and mankind except to worship me (Saheeh International) 2) I have only created 
Jinns and men that they may serve me (Yusuf Ali) ….Note how the word worship and serve are 
used interchangeable. When you take care for your parents, orphans, giving charity to the poor 
etc and you follow the guidance from Allah, you are worshipping him, in other words you are 
serving him with what he asked you to. When you study the Quran you are worshipping 
(serving) Allah because you will have the knowledge from it to experience life and how to 
conduct your affairs. Muslims strives in the remembrance of Allah through out the day as the 
shaitan and his followers are waiting for us on the straight path to lead us astray in the way Iblis 
(Satan) had done to Adam.   
 
A Guide and Mercy 
 
Surah XI Hud (The Prophet Hud) 
XI:17 …Doth teach as did the book of Moses before it, - a guide and a mercy? They believe 
therein; but those of the sects that reject it, - the fire will be their promised meeting - place. 
Yusuf Ali’s comment 1513 - “Guide.” The Arabic word here is Imam, a leader, a guide, one that 
directs to the true path…  
 
A guide and mercy …This statement refers to all of the Apostles, and thus it’s known that both 
the Quran and the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) are a guide and mercy to humanity. Once again 
the word for ‘guide’ used in the Quran is ‘Imam’ who is a teacher and a leader, and this is what 
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) did, as did all of the other Prophets. 
  
People often wonder why they should worship God. Here are a few reasons presented by Dr. 
Yasir Qadh on why we worship (serve) Allah.  
 
1) O mankind worship (serve) your Lord, who created you and those before you that you may 
become righteous (2:21) 
 
2) We worship (serve) Allah because he has blessed us with life…The least we can do is to thank 
Allah by worshipping (serving) himn [39:66 - Rather, worship (serve) Allah and be among the 
greatful.  
3) …so that yo may all achieve God-consciousness and TAQWA. (With taqwa  our lives become 
meaningful, also our families, our societies. When the civilization has taqwa, you gain peace, 
law and order…. 
4) Heaven Hell (2:24) (2:25) It is not our primary motivation. We do not worship (serve) Allah 
primarily for entering heaven and being safe from hell.  
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Eating during Ramadan 
 
On eating during fasting - Someone said to me about a week ago, ‘Is it true that Muslims gain 
weight during Ramadan.’ My reply was some do, but not every one does. Let’s look at what goes 
on during Ramadan in places like Edmonton, where the fasting hours are long and the sleeping 
hours are short. When a person break their fast at night, it’s already late, so chances are even if 
you eat a normal meal or a smaller meal (as it is you had more or less ate very little to make your 
fast in the morning and also you also skipped lunch and all of the snacks, so you do deserves a 
regular evening meal, but many will eat something smaller. Due to the nature of the time for 
eating at nights, that food sits in your stomach, and it may not even digest before you go to sleep, 
most likely not burning off any calories - so of course some people will gain weight, where as 
others may remain the same, and others will lose weight. Some can easily lose 5 to 15 pounds or 
even more, as I have certainly lost weight during the month of fasting.  
 

	  
Dates	  are	  often	  used	  for	  breaking	  fast,	  although	  fruits	  
	  and	  other	  sweets	  are	  also	  used	  or	  added	  
 

	  
Worshippers	  praying.	  When	  the	  word	  ‘Allah’	  is	  used,	  
this	   word	   refers	   to	   the	   same	   One	   God	   which	   the	  
Christians,	  Jews,	  Hindus	  and	  others	  refer	  to	  that	  has	  no	  
image,	  cannot	  be	  seen,	  and	  has	  no	  partners…F.	  Ally	  
 

 
 
During the month of Ramadan, many Muslims are occupied with not only the five daily prayers, 
which are Fajr (dawn) prayer, followed by Zuhr, Asr, Maghrib and Isha, but many Muslims also 
does the Tarwareeh prayers after Isha, which takes can take an hour or more to complete reading 
the entire Quran during the month of Ramadan. And after the Tawareeh prayer, the witr prayer is 
done. Also many Muslims prays the Tahajud prayers which is done during the night. Thus many 
Muslims are not only doing the five daily prayers, but seven, eight or more prayers in a day, 
spending their time in the purification of the heart and becoming more spiritual.  
 
Eid celebration 
It’s been a month of reflections and now it’s time to celebrate - reflect and celebrate - as the 
month of fasting concludes with the Eid ul fitr celebration. 
 
The Book of Assistance by Imam ‘Abdallah Ibn ‘Alawi Al-Haddad Of the Twelfth Islamic 
Century (1101  - 1200) on p.31 states that a person ‘should set aside one or more hours’ (within a 
24 hour day) for reflection. It states that ‘the best time for reflection (reading and studying the 
Quran and seek knowledge) is the one in which are the least preoccupation, worries, and most 
potential for the heart to be present, such as the depths of the night.’ On p.33 it states, ‘This kind 
of reflection results in losing all desires of the world…’ The book states ‘you must reflect and 
comprehend while you recite; slow melodious recitation will assist you…’ On p.47 of the book, 
it discusses ‘Inward cleanliness’ and the purification of the soul from ‘pride, envy, love of the 
world etc.…’  
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Striving to perfect your character 
We strive to perfect our character through good deeds such as speaking nice to others, giving 
charity, taking care of our parents and the elderly etc…and taking on our responsibilities and 
being held accountable for our actions so we can learn and grow from our mistakes. This all 
leads to the opening of the heart and towards the path of enlightenment as we continue to strive 
everyday to improve our character. The teachings of Prophet Mohammed through Islam brings 
great spiritual benefits, transformation and leads towards enlightenment depending on how you 
practice and how much you practice.  
 
In one of the Hadith it states that Prophet Mohammed said your practice must be as if you can 
see Allah, and if you cannot see Allah, he certainly can see you. During the months of Ramadan, 
millions of Muslims will become more serious about practicing the way Prophet Mohammed and 
the sahabas used to practice, opening their hearts, looking at their inner and outer dimensions, 
and becoming more spiritual, so it’s important to keep reminding ourselves to detach from our 
thoughts, worldly things and bring silence into our everyday practice.  
 
 
Some verses from the Quran: 
(Note: some of the lines below are a part of the Ayah) 
 
Surah XI Hud (The Prophet Hud) 
XI:17 …Doth teach as did the book of Moses before it, - a guide and a mercy? They believe 
therein; but those of the sects that reject it, - the fire will be their promised meeting - place. 
Yusuf Ali’s comment 1513 - “Guide.” The Arabic word here is Imam, a leader, a guide, one that 
directs to the true path…  
 
Through out Quran, this guidance warns us about the ones who ‘…strives to do mischief on 
earth…’ and that we must not be a part of their mischief, nor support them, yet a lot of people do 
take part in their mischiefs. They’ve been carrying out their mischiefs for thousands years and 
they will continue to do so for the upcoming thousands of years, therefore, we must guard 
ourselves from being trapped by their wickedness. 
 
V:29 - And they (sometimes) say: “There is nothing except our life on this Earth, and never shall 
we be raised up again.” 
 
V:56 - Say “I will not follow your vain desires : If I did, I would stray from the path and be not 
of the company of those received guidance. 
 
V:59 - With him as the keys of the unseen, the treasures that none knoweth but he. 
 
V:103 - No vision can grasp him, but his grasp is over all vision 
Yusuf Ali’s comment C80 (Those in obstinate rebellion against God are merely deceived and 
deceived by each other…the plots of the wicked are but plots against their own souls. 
 
VI:68 When thou seest men engaged in vain discourse about our signs, turn away from them 
unless they turn to a different theme. If Satan ever makes thee forget, then after recollection, sit 
not in thy company of the ungodly.  
 
VI:70 Leave alone those who take their religion to be mere play and amusement, and are 
deceived by this world…every soul delivers itself to ruin by its own act. 
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VI:92 …Those who believe in the hereafter believe in this (book), and the are constant in 
GUARDING their prayers 
 Yusuf Ali’s comment: 914 An earnest study of the Quran is true worship; so is prayer, 
and so are all deeds of goodness and charity… 
 
VI: 128 - One day will he gather them all together (and say): “O ye assembly of Jinns much did 
ye take of men.” Their friends will say: “Our Lord! We made profit from each other : but (alas) 
we reached our term - which thou didst appoint for us.” He will say: “The fire be your dwelling 
place : You will dwell therein for ever… 
 Yusuf Ali’s comment 950 - It is common experience that the force of evil make an 
alliance with each other, and seem thus to make a profit by their mutual log-rolling. But 
this is only in the material world. When the limited term expires, their unholy bargains will be 
exposed and then their will be nothing but regrets. 
 
VI:159 - As for those who divide their religion and break up into sects, thou hast no part in them 
in the least. 
 
IX : 30 - The Jews call ‘Uzair’ a son of God, and the Christians call Christ the Son of God… 
 
 
Some of the contents in this article were taken from previous articles published in various 
editions of the Diverse City Magazines on this topic. 
Other articles written on this topic by F. Ally 
The Spiritual Side of Islam by Fisal Ally…This article was published in the May 7, 2018 Diverse 
City edition.  
In this article and the other articles Allah and God are used interchangeably.  
 
 
 
 
Section II - Easter 2023 
 

 

This year 2023, Easter Sunday falls on April 9, 2023, where Lent 
had commenced on Wednesday February 22 through April 6, for a 
period of forty days, excluding Sundays, During this time of each 
year, Christians across the world fasts, staying away from certain 
foods and habits. Ash Wednesday had taken place on February 22, 
2023, which marked the beginning of lent.  
 

 
 
Good Friday will be on Friday, April 7 where millions of Christians across the world will attend 
church services. There will also be many celebrations such as many enjoying chocolate and hard-
boiled colored Easter eggs, parades, baking cakes and  reading books, followed by Easter Sunday 
which takes place on April 9, 2023. In some places Easter is also celebrated by flying kites.  
Photos licensed from www.depositphotos.com with some of their description of photos 
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Quotes from the Bible 
Here are some quotes from the Bible that can uplift all of us during these dark times. “So do not 
fear, for I am with you; do not be dismayed, for I am your God. I will strengthen you and help 
you; I will uphold you with my righteous right hand.” (Isaiah 41:10) 
 
“Light shines on the righteous and joy on the upright in heart” (Psalm 97:11) 
 
John 10:10 
The thief’s purpose is to steal and kill and destroy. My purpose is to give them a rich and 
satisfying life. 
 
Luke 10:19 
Look, I have given you authority over all the power of the enemy, and you can walk among 
snakes and scorpions and crush them. Nothing will injure you. 
 
And on that day you will say, ‘Give thanks to the LORD, call on His name. Make known His 
deeds among the peoples; make them remember that His name is exalted.” Praise the LORD in 
song, for He has done glorious things; let this be known throughout the earth.’ (Isaiah 12:4-5 
 
Mark 10:27 
Jesus looked at them intently and said, “Humanly speaking, it is impossible. But not with God. 
Everything is possible with God.” 
 
Psalm 91:9-10;14-16 
If you make the Lord your refuge, 
If you make the Most High your shelter, 
No evil will conquer you; 
No plague will come near your home. 
The Lord says, “I will rescue those who love me. 
I will protect those who trust in my name. 
When they call on me, I will answer; 
I will be with them in trouble. 
I will rescue and honor them. 
I will reward them with a long life 
And give them my salvation.” 
 
 
Proverbs 4:20-23 
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My child, pay attention to what I say. 
Listen carefully to my words. 
Don’t lose sight of them. 
Let them penetrate deep into your heart, 
For they bring life to those who find them, 
And healing to their whole body. 
Guard your heart above all else, 
For it determines the course of your life. 
 
Parts of the original article were first publication in Diverse City Magazine, April 2017 Edition 
Article: Easter Celebration, p.6 by Fisal Ally was modified along with some new sections. New 
updates published in May 2018. This year, 2022, this is a new edition of the same article. 
Reference: 
1) Diverse City Magazine April 2017 Edition, Easter Celebration by Fisal Ally, p.6, 19 
2) Diverse City Magazine, Easter 2018 (Diverse-city-magazine-apr3-2018-edition-PDF), 
Published on April 3, 2018 at www.allymedia.ca, Easter Celebration by F. Ally on p.6 
3)GPL urges: Fly your kites, but keep away from power lines  
https://newsroom.gy/2022/04/12/gpl-urges-fly-your-kites-but-keep-away-from-power-lines/; By 
Editor On Apr 12, 2022 Last updated Apr 12, 2022  
 
Further reading material for people looking for quick information on Easter: 
https://www.liverpoolecho.co.  
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/0/easter-dates-meaning-behind-good-friday-easter-sunday-
easter/; article - Easter 2018: Forbidden eggs, Eostre and how the date is decided 
Photos licensed from www.depositphotos.com with some of their description of photos 

 
Quotes can be found in the Bible and also from websites as mentioned below. 
Kingdomway.ca/39-verses-to-meditate-on-when-you need-healing/ 
Kingdomway.ca/39-verses-to-meditate-on-when-you need-healing/ 
loveworthfinding.ca/discover-jesus 
 
 
 
 
Section III- A glance at other World Religion celebrations 
 
This section briefly looks at some of the other world religions with recent and upcoming 
religious celebration which includes Hinduism, Sikhism, Judaism and Buddhism. The 
information presented below are excerpts from taken from the reference links for each 
celebration as provided below. Excerpts from the links were also posted on www.allymedia.ca 
under the blog called religion, cults and others On April 4, 2023 as research information that will 
be used on articles as this one. 
 
Judaism 
 
According to the following link: Jewish Holidays in 2023; 
https://www.chabad.org/holidays/default_cdo/year/2023/jewish/holidays- 2023.htm, the 
Passover, ‘Begins sunset of Wednesday, April 5, 2023’ and ‘ Ends nightfall of Thursday, April 
13, 2023’. The article at this link states that ‘ No work permitted on April 6 - 7 and April 12 - 13. 
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Work is permitted only on April 9 - 11 with certain restrictions. Yizkor is recited on Passover, 
Thursday, April 13 Dates listed are for outside Israel. Passover (Pesach) celebrates the 
deliverance of the Jewish people from slavery in Egypt.’  

Hinduism 

In the year 2023, Hindus around the world have been fasting. According to the link below this 
section, Hindus observed Magh Purnima where the author as mentioned below states that 
‘according to ancient beliefs, the full moon of February is considered very special, because it is 
written in the Vedas and Puranas that on this occasion of this full moon, the deities come to visit 
the earth.’ The article states that the full moon began on February 04 , 2023 at 9:29 pm and 
where the full moon date ends on February 05, 2023 at 11:58 pm.’ The author states that ‘one 
should worship Moon God on this particular day’ and ‘on the eve of Magha Purnima, devotees 
observe a fast, perform a holy bath, worship and prayers.’ Further more, the author gets into 
astronomy, where he says, ‘the ancient scriptures that Magha Purnima is born from a 
constellation named Magha.’ Like many world religion and the results of practicing, the authors 
says that ‘if you perform all the rituals and good deeds already mentioned above then according 
to the Magh Purnima 2023 people will not only be blessed and have all their wishes fulfilled but 
they will also get salvation in the end.’ 

Reference: Authored by: Abhijeet Christopher Loreng Updated Feb 5, 2023 | 03:28 PM IST; 
https://www.timesnownews.com/spiritual/magh-purnima-2023-know-about-the- prayers-
worships-rituals-and-their-signicance-article-97615603 

Sikhism 

This reference link: https://theguibordcenter.org/faiths/sikhism/sikh-festivals-and-observances/ 
provides celebration carried out by the Sikhs, where the Sikh New Year talks place on March 14, 
2023 and ‘The calendar’s epoch is the birth of Nanak Dev, founder and first Guru of Sikhism, in 
1469.’ From March 8 through March 10, 2023 is ‘Hola Mohalla (“mock ght”) is a three-day Sikh 
festival that begins on the first full moon of March. Following Guru Gobind Singh’s tradition, it 
follows the Hindu festival Holi by one day. (“Hola” is the masculine form of the feminine 
“holi.”)’ 

Buddhism 

Buddhism is practiced by millions across the world where Siddhartha Gautama came to this 
world about 2,500 years ago, and according to the following link: Buddhist Holy Days and 
Observances; https://theguibordcenter.org/faiths/buddhism/buddhist-festivals/ the Buddha was 
‘born into the royal family ‘in a small Himalayan kingdom’ where he would later ‘became 
known as Gautama Buddha or Shakyamuni Buddha’ and where ‘Buddhist communities observe 
his birth on various dates, many in April or May.’ The celebration of Nehan-e (Parinirvana) takes 
place on ‘February 15, 2023 Mahayana Buddhists remember the Buddha’s death on Parinirvana, 
usually on February 15.’ The article states that the ‘Buddha died at age 80, after attaining 
enlightenment and then teaching for 40 years. At his death, he was in a state of meditation and 
reached Nirvana, a state of peace and freedom from the cycle of death, rebirth, and suffering.’  
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NEW WORLD: ORDER OUT OF CHAOS 
Part XII - A future of more injections, pandemics, brain chips and lab babies 
By Fisal Ally 
Includes views and opinions by Fisal Ally 
First edition; Published April 18, 2023; 12:20pm  
Second edition; Published April 20, 2023; 9:45pm 
 
Disclaimer: The writer of this article is not offering any advice, but is only providing information 
that’s available to the public, along with some of his opinions and views. It’s important to carry 
out your own research and to also seek advice from your doctor and from medical professionals. 
There may be errors due to unclear words in the videos, links may be removed, and articles and 
videos maybe updated. If there are errors, once the writer becomes aware, he will carry out 
some research and make necessary updates. 

Introduction 
Section I - Doctors speaking out on injuries and deaths they believe or said to have been caused 
by the covid-19 injections, as the rise in heart disease continues 
Section II - Moderna plant to be built in Canada by 2024 
Section III - Lab grown babies 
Section IV - A glance at assisted suicide in Canada 
Section V - Brain chips and Nanotech found in injections 
Section VI - 15-minute cities are being built to track our whereabouts  
Section VII - What the future holds in pandemics 
Section VIII-  Population collapse 
 
 
 
Introduction 
 

We are at a turning point in history where most of humanity worldwide is living in its darkest 
times ever. Many of us knows someone and have heard about someone from a friend or relatives 
that have departed from this world due to a heart attack, blood clots in the brain, cancer and other 
causes like we’ve never heard before. Many people around the world continues to be injured and 
or died from myocarditis, pericarditis, brain aneurysm, and all kinds of cancer and problems 
which we did not hear much about before the year 2021. Klaus Schaub speaks of the Great Reset 
where the whole world’s economy will be reset with incoming digital currencies worldwide. Bill 
Gates spoke of population reduction.  

What do you think will happen in the future with a technology crash where banks worldwide will 
be affected? Will we lose our wealth? Are we heading for a One World country with a One 
World Government? Will they then ushering in worldwide communism or communism disguised 
under a different name? Communism is nothing new. It’s been around for a while now. We can 
look back and see how communism was implemented in places like Russia, China, Cuba and 
many other places. In the youtube video called ‘You will own nothing, and you will be happy’: 
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Warnings of ‘Orwellian’ Great Reset’ the host of the news said they are “boasting within a few 
short years, you will own nothing and you will be happy’ referring to us having nothing at all, 
and that the few wealthy people will have everything and control everything we do, when the 
world’s wealth should be shared amongst all. Doesn’t this not sound like communism where all 
of our wealth is placed into the government hands, but the governments around the world are all 
controlled by a small group of globalists whom we rarely ever hear of, but they own all or most 
of the world’s wealth, thus all of our wealth goes to this small group of people that control 
governments, politicians and about every aspect of our lives, even when corporations are under 
many different names, from a very high level the same people controls or are involved in all of 
those corporations. 

And “build back better is a slogan for the great reset by the World Economic Forum (WEF). And 
where is humanity heading? We’re being told that they can hack our brain. By now we’ve all 
heard of trans humanism where humans will be interfaced with computer and machines, and 
where the computers and machines will be taking over a lot of our jobs. For us to be interfaced 
with computers, brain chips and other materials have to be placed into our biological bodies, and 
our brains were not meant for such elements and devices, and thus humanity will suffer a lot in 
the future. We are no doubt the new lab rats, if we haven’t already been for decades now or 
many centuries now, but we’re blinded and cannot see beyond our families, jobs and the games 
we play. We know that they have been implanting chips into people’s fingers to scan a security 
code to enter a building, and where chips are inserted into animals for tracking them. Will these 
chips soon be in our brains? We’re told that in 10 years our cell phones will be placed in our 
bodies. We sure don’t have a say in anything. It’s believed that some or many of us already have 
brain chips injected into us and we’re being tracked and being experienced on - what’s all those 
headaches and pressure in people’s brains including mine? They are building smart-cities with 
cameras everywhere, small apartments stacked on top of each other to live in, and 15-minute 
cities for us to stay within our boundary to keep an eye on us, just like the days of slavery, but in 
modern times. We’re hearing more on artificial wombs for lab babies, assisted suicide, brain 
chips and hacking our brains, and a continuation of pandemics and injections. Where is humanity 
heading? And it’s not good. 

Section I - Doctors speaking out on injuries and deaths they believe or said to have been 
caused by the covid-19 injections, as the rise in heart disease continues 
 
Very early on during the covid-19 pandemic, many doctors, scientists and researchers have 
warned us on vaccines - often referred to as jabs or injections - and said we must have a choice in 
whether we want these injections instead of having them forced on us. For example Dr. Rashid 
Buttar said he is not anti-vax, but he is anti-stupidity. In other words, he said we must all have a 
choice whether to get jabbed or not. Our body our choice. Why is it now that it’s our body and 
the government or big pharma’s choice? Many athletes who have taken the injections have 
become injured and also died. Some doctors, scientists and researchers, and news outlets had put 
their careers and even their lives on the line by speaking up immediately against the injuries and 
deaths being caused by the injections, but many didn’t in the beginning, until it became too late 
for them and countless others. Some are now speaking up, after major damages have been done 
to humanity around the world. 

According to the VAERS (Vaccine Adverse Event Report System) database, there are many 
records where people have become injured and or died after taking the covid-19 vaccines. Many 
had lost or damaged their vision; some became blind due to the injections. Most people are very 
health conscious and often wants to know what they are consuming and putting into their bodies 
through their own research, along with knowing the benefits of the vitamins and or pills they are 
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taking, yet many across the world did not and will never ask what’s being injected into their 
bodies from vaccines because they are living in fear, so instead of questioning things and 
researching for themselves, they become sacred and fearful of everything.  Its certainly important 
to know what we are injecting or consuming into our bodies. If we are lied to then it’s most 
likely not our fault, but we must seek knowledge and solutions. In Jonestown, Guyana, South 
America, the community certainly knew what their leader and medical staff was about to inject 
into their bodies and it wasn’t going to be good, and it became a mass suicide when it had 
become too late to speak up and escape from the poison given to them.  

  
A doctor says that the covid-19 vaccine had caused the death of his father  

In 2022 - many months after many doctors had already spoken up - on the Youtube channel (Ref 
1), the host was discussing a news video from the BBC where Dr. Aseem Malhotra who is a 
cardiologist said that his filing of what cause his father’s death where ‘the likely cause his 
father’s death was from the two doses of the pFizer vaccine which he (his father) had 6 months 
earlier’ was accepted as the death of his father. In the video Malhotra discussed statins, the heart 
and health. He provided his views on statins, and says the best way to prevent heart issues is 
through life style changes - 30 minute brisk walk a day. He said there were 30,000 excess deaths 
during the pandemic due to cardiac disease (Ref 1). At time 11:10 in the video (Ref 1), Dr. 
Malhotra says ‘the covid mRNA vaccine do carry a cardiovascular risk and that he had called for 
the suspension of this pending an inquiry.  ‘There’s a lot of uncertainty of what’s causing the 
excess deaths, some of it will be ambulance delay,’ he said. He spoke about his father’s own 
cardiac arrest and that the ambulance took 30 minutes, however, he stated in the BBC interview 
that they accept his filing of what had caused his father’s death, which was the two dose of 
pFizer injections.  

Alberta, Canada vital statistics shows more deaths taking place  
 
In the above Dr. Maholtra stated that there were 30,000 excess deaths during the pandemic due 
to cardiac disease (Ref 1). There are excess deaths in all or most of the countries around the 
world. At time 37:58 of the video (Ref 2), it states: 'End of the year (for 2022) vital statistics for 
Alberta are out. We are two full years into the Covid vaccine campaign; with 50% of the 
population triple-dosed, and excess deaths are nearly at an all-time high. What's killing an extra 
150 people per week?' the host asked. 

A top doctor says she and her partner suffered COVID-19 vaccine injury 

Recently, a top doctor, Dr. Kerryn Phelps, have brought to the public hers and her partner’s 
vaccine injuries after talking the jabs, and that she wants to see more research on the side effects. 
‘Dr Kerryn Phelps was ‘the one-time president of Australian Medical Association’ and a former 
Federal MP (Ref 3). The host of the news segment (Ref 4) states: the former top doctor is calling 
for more research into covid jabs after experiencing a vaccine injury. Note the word ‘former’ 
being used. In the video, the headline says: ‘Today: Vaccine Injury Awareness.’  

In the video (Ref 4) Dr. Phelps said ‘in Jackie’s (her partner) case we obviously did a lot of 
homework about the vaccines and we went along to have the vaccines done because we believed 
there would be some benefits and that was the best thing to do. And within minutes of having the 
vaccine she had a quite severe reaction with numbness of the hands and feet, tingling all over her 
body, her head feeling like it was going to explode, pain, and weeks and months following that 
the condition continued and she’s seen a number of specialist and the conclusion was she has had 
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an injury related to the vaccine…I went back and had the second vaccine thinking it’s a rare 
reaction and that there will be some benefits, in my case, I developed a reaction where my blood 
pressure rate and my temperature was going up and down all over the place with some quite 
distressing symptoms over a period of many months and I was diagnosed with a vaccine related” 
injury. She discussed a group of people who also suffered vaccine injures.  

Female Host (Ref 4): These are serious side effects. Why did the medical regulator AHPRA 
(Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency) warn doctors then as you claim not to 
speak out about these vaccines side effects?  

Dr. Phelps replied, ‘We’ll have to ask AHPRA themselves about their motivation, but certainly 
quite a number of doctors that I’ve spoken to have felt impeded in speaking out, about their 
concerns, about vaccines adverse events because of the statement made by AHPRA that doctors 
shouldn’t say anything that was going to impede the government vaccines rollout and they took 
that to mean not to publically raise their concerns. I think its important to say when we are 
talking about a massive pandemic with a high death and hospitalization there has to always be 
with any immunization program a balance of risks and benefits of what we are trying to achieve 
in reducing deaths and hospitalization balance against the fact that with any medication, any 
vaccine, there’s going to be some people who have adverse events, but I think its very important 
with this new vaccine that’s only been around for less than two years that its time we put some 
research funding and some real effort into looking at the causes for the vaccine adverse events 
that people are experiencing and they are experiencing a whole range of different types of 
vaccine events - they are experiencing things like cardiovascular events with myocarditis, 
pericarditis and that’s not just confined to young males - I’ve spoken to middle aged female 
doctors who have had these effects…”               

 
The unvaccinated are getting myocarditis 

While we continue to hear about the push for injecting people with something not too many 
people knows what’s in the jabs and what’s being injected into them - nor have asked to see the 
vaccine insert label to learn what’s in the injections and what the side effects are - there has been 
a myocarditis explosion in populations world-wide, especially amongst children, who are now 
having all kinds of heart problems. There have been many reports of children during sports that 
have injured themselves or have died. Every time I hear about children being injured after taking 
the injections, or when I see a child being pushed in a wheel chair although I do not know the 
child’s injury, I always or often reflect on the teenager, Mattie, who had volunteered for the 
covid-19 vaccine trial, and after the injection (s) had become injured for the rest of her life and 
often seen her in videos in her wheel chair. I do not recall whether her injury was heart or brain 
related, but you can bet that in the future many children will become injured for life and or lose 
their lives, and the ones that are alive will most likely living much shorter lives. How long do 
you think adults and children in the near future will be living for with these conditions? 
 
In the youtube video (Ref 5), researchers are claiming that even the unvaccinated are having the 
same symptoms as the vaccinated. At time 120:37 in the video (Ref 5), Dr. Simon Goddek says 
'Many people have been asking me how I got myocarditis despite being unvaccinated. Two 
days after spending time with a friend who had just received the vaccine, my heart began to have 
severe irregularities, and it took me a year to recover. Vaccine shedding is a valid concern.' 
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Unvax children with myocarditis 
 
The host of the video (Ref 5), at time 23:15, around Feb 8, 2023 stated, ‘I have a lot of screen 
shots of doctors now saying that unvaccinated children are coming in now with cases or 
pericarditis and myocarditis. A message from Twitter by Tim Goyetche says:  'Another new 
local patient with pericarditis today. And this one really has me shaken up a bit. It is a 10-
year-old boy who is unvaccinated and never had covid.’ On February 8, the doctors said that 
this boy was never jabbed with anything since birth. The doctor said that 'Both parents are 
opposed to vaccination, but were trapped in either having to get the covid vaccine or not be able 
to feed their family. On February 7, he said, the parents were forced in order to keep their jobs, 
they gave in and got the first one, and one of the parents was severely injured by it, so no more 
were taken because they received exemptions.  

 
Section II - Moderna plant to be built in Canada 

There are so much negative talks and reports on vaccine injuries and deaths, and still injections 
are be pushed on people. In Montreal, Canada, a Moderna plant is being built for 2024. At time 
45 minutes into a youtube video (Ref 5), the host says a Moderna plant to be built in 2024 that 
will produce100 million vaccines a year...and Japan doing the same where Daiichi Sankyo builds 
Japans first mRNA plant...and will produce 20 million doses per a year by 2024) (Ref 2). This 
$180-million facility will be built in the greater Montreal area.  

If plants are being built to produce that many injections a year, who are these jabs for and what 
are they injecting into people’s bodies when it’s well known that the covid injections have long 
lists of side effects, and according to VAERS, it clearly reveals many deaths and injuries are due 
to these injections. Could these injections become mandatory worldwide? What if a climate 
lockdown takes place, whether real or all manmade to lock us down? Will injections be forced 
on populations around the world? Do we really know what is being injected into our bodies? 
Have you even read long lists of side effects caused from these injections? And what’s on the 
swabs? What’s the syrup on the swab from swabbing the throat when I was told that the swab is 
sterile? Then I must ask what’s on the swab that’s being pushed up people’s nose and goes to the 
brain barrier? I have seen videos where blood was coming out of people’s nose.  

What happened to the saying ‘my body my choice’. What happen to our freedom to choose? One 
can reflect on whether we really did have any freedom at all, and if we did have freedom then 
who did all of our freedom benefited in the end? Us, or the globalists who tells us we have 
freedom but yet they have all of our wealth, labor and the saying goes, ‘you will own nothing 
and you will be happy? What an exchange. So that’s freedom? If we have freedom, then why 
don’t we have a choice to choose and to make our own decisions without having to lose our jobs 
and livelihood? Have most of humanity turned over their bloodstream and their bodies to a 
globalist shadow government that’s controlling everything from behind the scenes? When people 
sell out their businesses to the globalists by putting their business on the NASDAQ, New York 
exchange, and then cash in, the people and the city that business was in loses because the people 
are left with nothing, while a global agenda takes place - ‘you’ll own nothing and you’ll be 
happy’ meaning they will own everything we have or had, and even or bodies and blood stream. 
When they start producing the lab babies - if they haven’t already - don’t you think that they will 
have a patent on the babies (see Section III below), thus OWNING each lab baby. Isn’t it 
slavery all again, where slave owners had owned the en-slaved people as their commodity, but 
now they will own these lab babies to carry out their slave work? Will these babies even have 
parents that have a say in their life? At time 45:45 of the video, a Japanese doctor sues the 
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government demanding a halt to the vaccine. 'Today, Feb 2, 2023 we led a lawsuit against the 
Japanese government for cancellation of the administrative action'. The doctor's name 
Fukushima who is a 'professor emeritus at Kyoto at University.' 'I have witnessed the recent 
fraud scandal committed by the Health Ministry.' 'I have come to realize that this is a historically 
serious problem that threatens the very existence of the nation of Japan.' 'As a medical doctor and 
a scientist, I had no choice but to dare to take legal action.' 'Needless to say it is absolutely 
important to disclose real world data on the edifacy and safety of vaccination against the covid-
19 virus.'  

At time 1:23:22 into the video, there’s a headline that says: 'Idaho bill would criminalize 
anyone who administers covid-19 mRNA vaccines by Jessica A. Botelho; The National Desk; 
Monday, February 20th 2023 

 
Section III - Lab Grown Babies in artificial wombs 
 
Where are we, as a human race, heading. We are here because for thousands of years our 
ancestors have survived. But will our ancestors generation including and our descendants in just 
another generation or two be in existence or wiped out completely as lab babies takes over the 
world.  

‘These Little Ones’ 

I cannot feel what some are going through when they loose a child because I don’t have any 
children of my own but I do care, worry and is concerned about what’s taking place that’s 
harming children, adults, the elderly and families. Perhaps I’m one of the lucky ones that do not 
have to feel that pain of losing a child to all of the disasters taking place today. I had seen a video 
called ‘These Little Ones’ on www.stewpeters.com and although this video is not about the 
children dying during covid-19 and families being torn apart, it’s an important video to watch to 
see the pain brought upon children and families. I also do not have a spouse, so I do not have to 
worry about a family with children being torn apart from these parents as seen in the video 
‘These Little Ones,’ and as we’ve also seen in wars and the recent earthquakes in Turkey where 
tens of thousands perished, where many have lost a child, a spouse and more, and they are left to 
carry on alone and to pick up the pieces. Also, many families have been torn apart during covid-
19, but you don’t hear about it, unless you research and stop calling everyone crazy and a 
conspiracy theorist. 

Children injured & Satanic Ritual Abuse 

Although this article is on covid-19 and how many are being injured and are dying, this is an 
important video that show the pain and suffering of children and people all over the world, draws 
a parallel of the injuries and the pain and sufferings taking place. In the video at time 20:40 
opens with title Atlanta Georgia, where Brandi Brassel who work with Warrior Bride Ministries 
says that they are a ministry that ministers inner healing and deliverance and specializes in some 
of the most traumatize survivors of satanic ritual abuse of human trafficking. “I think that the 
satanic ritual abuse is a lot greater and a bigger problem than most realize…” Every 
neighborhood with 250 homes it in, fourteen had satanic ritual abuse taking place. She spoke 
about a survivor who was ‘fairly high up in ranking in satanic congregation and says “he spoke 
of it as if like it was an army, because it is.’ ‘The enemy is after our children and what ever 
cost…” The survivor says, “I’m a satanic ritual abuse survivor. The Christian says all the time 
that they have been fighting an enemy, but I don’t think they’re aware of how organized and 
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strategic the enemy that they are fighting is. That there is an intentional plan to break their 
children, an entire war for their offspring.” She spoke of in the Bible about the children being 
passed through the fire to Molek. It’s not something new, it’s been happening for ages, and 
people what to stick their heads in the sand and act like it’s not happening - this is not true, or it’s 
made up or it’s a conspiracy. I’ve met too many people with the same story from different places 
all over the world. We’ve got clients in New Zealand and in Canada that tells a very similar 
story…the ritual is the same, the torture and the trauma is the same.”  

On May 13, 2019, Actor Isaac Kappy who was speaking up for the little ones lost his life at age 
42. Highlight on the video says at time 52:25: ‘For those who tried to protect the little ones. No 
good deed goes unpunished.’ Near the end of the video around 53:20, the female speaker says: 
SPEAK UP FOR THOSE WHO CAN’T SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES AND FOR THE 
RIGHTS OF ALL WHO ARE DESTITUTE. SPEAK UP AND JUDGE FAIRLY. DEFEND 
THE RIGHTS OF THE POOR AND THE NEEDY. THANK YOU.’ The ending highlight said: 
We’ve got it from here, Isaac.’ 

Speak up for the children today and what’s taking place with covid. 

Children injured from the injections 

I have seen many videos of children being injured and dying after taking the covid-19 injections. 
What do you think is going to happen when wars break out worldwide? Husband and wife will 
be torn apart. Children will be torn away from their parents. But like the parents and children that 
are torn and destroyed, I’m also concerned about all of this and is doing my part in bringing 
these information to people, through this magazine and through discussions. However I do have 
my responsibilities as a caregiver, and I’m very concerned about what will happen to our parent 
(s) and the elderly people, and I’m concerned about the future as to what’s going to happen to us 
and children that are growing with all of these new laws coming up, such as assisted suicide. But 
the ones that have children now, how long with their descendants exist for? How much pain and 
suffering will our future generations go through? Will they even be around for another 
generation or two? As it is, many are suffering today.  

Most people I know do not see nor understand how bad this has been over the past three 
years during covid-19 and how bad it’s going to get 

However, most people I know of do not have a clue as to what’s coming and how bad it will get, 
nor are they aware of the many people that have lost their only child already putting an end to 
their generation which have been in existence for thousands of years. Most people I know are too 
busy texting, watching movies and sports, when they could easily take an hour or two a week 
from those activities to research and to find the truth. I believe that many just don’t care to know 
the truth because when you tell them the truth they panic and start calling people like me crazy 
and conspiracy theorist. But many doctors are now coming out to tell you what I was telling you 
from day one. I will continue to stand up for what’s right, as I have been from the very 
beginning.  

Low sperm count, declining population and infertility 

We continue to hear about the low sperm count in men, and infertility, and now a low birth rate. 
Didn’t Bill Gates say he wants to see a 10 to 15% of the world’s population decline? And the 
Georgia Guide stone says a future population of 500 million? So if the population is already 
declining as Gates wants to see, then why do they need to create lab babies? Wouldn’t that 
increase the population? It’s a new technology isn’t it? And who controls these new technologies 
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controls the world, in the way who once control gold, oil etc… controls the world. And it will be 
the same people controlling all of it once again. Was it all planned to bring in this new 
technology? Let’s delve deeper into this. In another video (Ref 7), going further back in time, the 
host of the video (Ref 7) says, ‘…how IVF (intravenous fertility) developed since the first 'test-
tube baby' first were where an egg was removed from an ovary and fertilized with a sperm in a 
laboratory, and then implanted back into the uterus. The video states, 'In the 1920s, scientist 
JBS Haldane famously predicted by 2074 more than 70% of humans would be born from an 
artificial womb.’ In a BBC clip, it states ‘A man today has only half of the sperm his grandfather 
had.’ It’s stated that every one hundred years a group of people - obviously the ones who have 
been controlling the wealth and our lives - comes together and plan out the next 100 hundred 
years. And no doubt they plan the wars and which countries will be taken down and how they 
will expand their territory until they’ve taken everything. In the statement above, it clearly states 
that 100 years ago, they already knew that babies would be created in artificial womb. Thus if 
that’s the case, then a group of people have planned out these events very well, showing events 
in movies to program us to accept events when they happen, and this is what I refer to as 
‘predictive programming.’ We are being programmed for what’s to come, so when it happens 
we’ll easily accept it instead of standing against it. 

At time 11:50 (Ref 7), the host says, ‘They want the population to be what it was 500 years ago-
population at that time was 450 million. At time 14:20, the host says, ‘…if humans are 
bioengineered they would not have empathy.’ Not only a lack of empathy, but humans have also 
been very busy with the use of technology that some or many do not even know much about 
Mother Nature, communicating with people, taking care of others. Over the past three decades 
people have become engrossed in a life of carrying a cell phone with a camera so they can be 
monitored everywhere they go, obsessed with social media and spending countless hours 
viewing online videos and chatting, many also lock themselves in a room as they enjoy their 
games, chatting, sexting etc…Most of humanity have lost its freedom and have already been 
imprisoned by technology for at least two to three decades. There’s always something waiting to 
distract us from nature, and from spending quality time with family and friends. Isn’t the shaitan 
(satan and friends of satan) waiting for us while we’re on the straight path to lead us astray as we 
lead a good life or trying to lead a good life?  
 
Future babies created in labs 

At time :29 of the video (Ref 6) show many rows of artificial wombs with artificial babies, which 
will one day become a reality. In the video (Ref 6), the host says ‘Introducing Ectolife, the 
world’s first artificial womb facility…’ Ectolife allows infertile couples to conceive a baby and 
become the true biological couple of their own offspring…Ecto life will help countries that are 
suffering from severe population decline.’ That’s a very interesting statement. What’s causing 
the decline? Didn’t Bill Gates say that he wants to see 10 to 15% of the world’s population 
decline? Not to mention that the Georgia Guide stone which was taken down about a year ago, 
promoted a world’s population of 500 million. The host continues (Ref 6), ‘the facility features 
seventy-five highly equipped labs, each state of the art lab can accommodate up to 400 growth 
pods or artificial wombs.’….a single building can incubate up to 30,000 lab grown babies per 
year.’  

An elite package 

So our future generations will be packaged? They will come in a package? And maybe delivered 
to your home? We already know about gene editing where the parents can chose the color of 
their baby’s eyes. At time 16:16 of the video, the host says … ‘and if you want your baby to 
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stand out and have a brighter future, our elite package offers you the opportunity to genetically 
engineer the embryo before implanting it into the artificial womb.’ Knowing how some people 
goes to the length of getting all kinds of plastic surgery and wearing makeup to look different, 
don’t be surprise what they will select their child to look like, perhaps like Barbie, Kent or who 
knows what. What would they select for their genetically engineered baby? At time 17:57, the 
host says, ‘you can edit your baby over a wide range of over 300 genes’. ‘Customize the eye 
color, hair color, skin color. Physical strength, height and intelligence.  

Thus if you are making lots of money then you can have what you envision for a lab baby, but if 
you are poor then what do you get in a lab baby? Will these babies really have your genetics if 
they are being engineered in a lab? Or will some have Ghenis Khan’s genes, and who knows 
whose genes. 

Where are we, as a human race, heading. We are here because for thousands of years our 
ancestors have survived and continued to naturally produce their offspring’s, passing on their 
genetics. But will our ancestors generation including and our descendants in just another 
generation or two still continue to be in existence or will be gone. But the ones that have children 
and a family, how long with their descendants exist for with all of these talks about the future 
generations being born in fake artificial wombs and in labs? How do you know for sure that your 
lab babies will have your genetics and not for example Ghenis Khan’s or some rich and powerful 
person. They can tell you what they want. Can you trust the? How much pain and suffering will 
they be going through? Will they even be around for another generation or two? As it is, many 
are suffering today. However, many do not have a clue as to what’s coming and how bad it may 
get, nor are they aware of the many people that have lost their only child putting an end to their 
generation which have been in existence for thousands of years. But I do care and I will continue 
to stand up for what’s right, as I have been from the very beginning.   

The first test tube babies 

Going further back in history, the host of the video (Ref 7) says, ‘how IVF (intravenous fertility) 
developed since the first 'test-tube baby' first were where an egg was removed from an ovary and 
fertilized with a sperm in a laboratory, and then implanted back into the uterus. The video states, 
'In the 1920s, scientist JBS Haldane famously predicted by 2074 more than 70% of humans 
would be born from an artificial womb.’ In a BBC clip, it states ‘A man today has only half of 
the sperm his grandfather had.  

 
Section IV - Brain chips and Nanotech found in injections 
 
Surgical implants to merge humans and computers  

In the past we often heard about chips being implanted into animals and also into people’s 
fingers for scanning and getting into a building. But there’s always much more to what they are 
telling us. They tell you what you want to hear. They spoke about hacking our brains.  

The host of video (Ref 7) shows a clip at time 21:24 on brain chips. He says, ‘These devices 
have the potential to alter the brain and change how it works. One day the world may wake up 
to the reality of another kind of computer interface, the invasive kind, when the matrix will no 
longer be a Hollywood dream. Invasive VCI’s promise the future merger of brains and 
computers through surgical implants. It’s early days for this technology and so far testing has 
only been done on animals rather than humans. 
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Elon Musk says on 1:24pm Apr 9, 2021: First Neuralink product will enable someone with 
paralysis to use a smartphone with their mind faster than someone using thumbs…However, it’s 
experiments have proved controversial.   

At time 23:00 (Ref 7) protesters calling for neuralink (elon musk) animal testing labs to be shut 
down - they have brain chips in monkeys. ‘The company says it has euthanized eight monkeys 
but insists it has followed the law at all times.’ By 2030 your phone will be in your brain.  

Nanotech found in injections 
 
In the video (Ref8) Uncensored: Dr. Ana – The Science EXPLAINED – Nanotech in Injections 
& Quantum Physics, Detoxing, the video forward says: ‘Dr. Ana Mihalcea joins Maria Zeee for 
an in-depth explanation about how the nanotechnology in the injections, our food and skies is 
aecting human beings in the Quantum Physics realm, and linking the science and the spiritual 
knowledge behind what the globalists have achieved through their Satanic technology. Dr. Ana 
also details how to detox from this.' 

In another video (Ref 9) called Nanomachines: Mesogens and Brain Chips Exposed, the host 
discussed the ‘existence of mesogens and brain chips.’ The host statement of the video says: ‘Dr. 
Katherine Horton, who is suing a defendant gives us tips on how to use publications in 
evidence for the existence of mesogens and brain chips. At time 9:14 of the video (Ref 9) says 
‘It’s predicted by computer scientist that within 20 years neural interfaces will be designed that’ll 
not only increase the power of the humans senses that includes the enhancement of memory and 
enable one to have a “cyberlink”- invisible (wireless) communication with others…as well as the 
future for the implanted beings. The book is called Global Brain Chip and mesogens, ‘Nano 
machines for ultimate control of false memories. By Dr. Hildegardi Staninger, and can be 
purchased from Amazon. In the forward of the book it states….The information contained within 
this document was based solely on the applied scientific investigation of a benign menginoma 
that was later determined to be a Brain Chip.   

She talks about brain chips that were removed from some victims…bioweapon chips removed 
from people. She looks through the book and points to a number of pictures of these chips. She 
says, ‘…a bioweapon showing layers that came from an eye tear duct, so that’s the sort of stuff 
you get in your eye tear duct and brain and nose and so on…’ 

One of the comments from the comment section of the video says: How are these getting into 
people? 

The reply comment says: Through tooth paste, shampoo, drinks and foods. 

Another comment say, ‘Why is there so much evil in this world? Why can’t we be allowed to 
just enjoy life the way we want? Why are there so many evil demented psychopaths and control 
freaks out there? …people have been found with this stuff in their brains.  

At time 10:49 of the video, the host says those of you who suspect that you have eye 
implants…she shows a picture of an eye implant. “When you feel the intelligence can see what 
you can see, you might have an eye implant and the eye implant looks like thin film technology 
and you can find the eye implants by just shinning black light - this UV light - onto your face and 
your eyes will suddenly in turquoise and purple, not natural colors, what this means is that there 
is a think transparent film like a crystal structure on your eye that can be placed there…” What if 
they know what you are thinking? It is possible that they can read our thoughts? Is the future 
they keeps speaking of already here? I believe it’s here and they have all of the technologies 
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already. You just don’t say, it will all happen in 10 years. It can only happen in 10 years, if 
they’ve had these technologies for decades now and have been using them. Could they have 
inserted chips into our brains through injections and swabs? 

‘…These are Nazi companies doing Nazi experiments on unsuspecting victims, which is pretty 
much most of us.’ She spoke about who is involved in the cover up and gang stacking is done by 
somebody else.  

 
Section V - A Glance at Assisted suicide 
 
About a year ago, there where many reports on the mainstream news on two sisters going to 
Europe for assisted suicide, where they took their lives. Immediately, I recognize that to be 
predictive programming, where such news is to make us start thinking about assisted suicide and 
that its okay to take your life, so when it becomes a law we will easily accept it, in the way 
we’ve been seeing all kinds of clips that talks about Aliens, so incase an event happens we will 
easily accept it as real, even though many of us do not believe in Aliens.  
 
People have different values. Where as some believes that the elderly with some illnesses should 
be taken care of by their family members in their own homes to keep an eye on them, instead of 
turning their elderly ones over to a senior’s home. With these new laws in assisted suicide, if 
family members are not taking care of their elders that have some mental issues, will such a 
person who is not being cared for by a loving family member and is in a depressed state even for 
a short time make the decision to take his/her’s life, which could have been prevented if a loving 
and caring family member were caring for that person? (This section and the one below were 
also used in the article earlier concerning the caring of a parent (s). 
 
 The following excerpts were taken from Ref 14. The Quran states: “And our of tenderness, 
lower to them the wing of humility, and say: “O My Lord! Bestow Your Grace upon them as 
they had cherished and reared me when I was a child.” (Quran, 17:24) Comments on the verse: 
(1) When the parent was strong and the child was helpless, parental affection was showered on 
the child: when the child grows up and is strong, and the parent is helpless, can he do less than 
bestow similar tender care on the parent? (2) But more: he must approach the matter with gentle 
humility; for does not parental love remind him of the love with which Allah cherished His 
creatures? There is something here more than simple human gratitude: it goes up into the highest 
spiritual region. Another excerpt from Ref 14 is: “A strong sense of spirituality will help us face 
the challenges of living in today’s modern world. A strong spirituality is one that enables a 
believer (mukmin) to be confident in fulfilling their religious duties wisely and responsibly. A 
confidence that is based on spirituality will lead to a serene heart that will help one to face and 
overcome the stresses of life in today’s modern world…” “Let us not be among those who forget 
the obligation to be kind to others, especially to our parents and family members simply because 
we are too tired from work or we are facing difficult problems. Be fair and do  not take it out on 
our family members who are in need of our love, care and concern.”   
 
Reference 14 :readnreap.wordopress.com/2015/08/02/24-practical-islam-advice-from-quran-to-
be-respectful-and-caring-to-parents/ 
 
 
In a transcript (Ref 11) called ‘Canada is expanding categories for medically assisted death and 
published on December 11, 2022 states (Ref 11): ‘Canada has allowed terminally ill patients to 
end their lives with medical assistance since 2016. And eventually, even as early as next March, 
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Canadians living with severe mental illness could also be eligible under the law known as 
medical assistance in dying, or MAID. But as you might imagine, that has raised many difficult 
ethical and moral questions, both about the motivations of health care workers who might offer 
the option and also about the competence of patients who mighty request it. 
 
In the transcript, a discussion is taking place between Madeline Li and Martin. 
Li: the issue in Canada is that it’s actually never been clear who assisted dying was intended for, 
whether it was meant for those with terminal illness who are suffering from how they were about 
to die or whether it was intended for people with chronic illness who are suffering with how 
they’re currently living. It’s unlike the States where - in the States where it’s legal, assisted dying 
is only for terminal illness and people who have less than six months left to live. So their deaths 
would occur whether they were medically assisted or not.  
 
Depression can make your mind do all kinds of strange things where you are not thinking right 
and if you do not have a loving family member to support you, to care for you and to be there for 
you, you may make some wrong choices. I strongly support taking care of our elders at home 
and to keep an eye on them. I understand that sometimes some people have to make other 
arrangements after having done everything they possibly could. (This section was also used in an 
earlier article concerning caring for the parent (s). 

Section VI - 15-minute cities 
 
Smart cities will have cameras everywhere spying on our every move. And that’s not a 
conspiracy, that’s the truth. They are telling us what’s going to happen to us. The population will 
be placed in an area where everyone can be monitored. People living outside of the cities will be 
told to move to the cities so they can be tracked and monitored. I have seen a video that shows 
that Edmonton, Alberta, Canada is building 15-minute cities everywhere. In other words you can 
travel within 15 minutes that have everything you need. And in the future, you will most likely 
have to stay within your perimeter of 15 minutes. These 15-minute cities will have everything 
you need, from groceries, to movies, to car sales etc…. You can only leave your perimeter if you 
have a permit. Doesn’t this sound like Nazi Germany where you are asked for a pass if you are 
going somewhere? These 15-minute areas can be clearly seen in Edmonton, as everywhere 
seems to have nearby shopping areas. In California they are building one-room suites stacked on 
top of each other to cram people into one small area to be monitored, instead having people all 
over the city and in rural areas. Imagine everyone from the countryside being driven into the city 
to be monitored and tracked.  
 
This kind of monitor and tracking is nothing new. This all reminds me of my research and trilogy 
novels called The Trilogy of Savitri’s Garden, where laborers from India back in 1838 travelled 
on ships to Guyana, in South America to live on plantations and to cut sugarcane, producing rum 
and sugar for the sweet tooth Europeans. When the enslaved people and indentured laborer left 
their surroundings such as the plantation where they lived and worked on, or when they escaped 
from that surrounding where they were monitored and did not have a permit to leave, they were 
tracked and captured by the police and returned to the plantation and punished. So who do the 
police force really work for? What do you think is coming based on what I just wrote, not just for 
the ones who are saying ‘Oh well I won’t be around, I’ll be dead,’ but this is what we are going 
to leave for the future generations. This will be worse than being stuck on a plantation back in 
the 1800s. Yes, you may have your online jobs and thrills watching online games etc…but it will 
all become depressing. At least on the plantation the people saw nature and were engaged with 
nature and people. We will be monitored and spied on and tracked 24 hours a day. They will be 
able to look into our homes and probably even in our bedrooms. At least the enslaved people and 
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the indentured workers could have hide out and escape, even if it was for a short time. I believe 
that there’s no escape for what’s coming, except in our fantasies, and that’s what the headphones 
are for - and could it be that our future generations will be stuck in square boxes and in a 15 
minute city, and their entertainment will all come from that head set, while stuck in their little 
box? Is this what we want for our future generations to come?  
 
 
Section VII - What the future hold in pandemics 
 
In the past edition of the Diverse City Magazine, I wrote on the ‘Catastrophic contagion of a 
2023 futuristic simulation’ outbreak where three South American countries, which are Guyana, 
Venezuela and Brazil are hit with an outbreak from a new infectious disease known as severe 
epidemic enterovirus respiratory syndrome  (SEERS) 2025 where a global exercise had taken 
place in 2022. Today, we continue to hear that viruses are being engineered in labs, all man made 
and to be used as bioweapons. Many also claim that real viruses do not exist, but the device 
looks for genetic information and then calls it a certain kind of virus depending on the genetic 
information. So if what’s taking place is all planned out and is all man made then is it all part of 
the plan for population reduction, sterility etc… planned out by a few. Can this all become a 
reality where the SEERS pandemic simulation becomes real? With all of the corruption and 
destruction taking place in the interior of Guyana and where the Amerindians are complaining 
that their land is being destroyed and polluted, the question is, is something being planned out in 
that area, where the entrovirus pandemic will become a reality and where one day we’ll hear that 
the man made lab viruses escaped and plagued the area and then spread across the world 
destroying massive populations world wide and now we’re in lockdown stage again, roll up your 
selves and take these injections or else you cannot leave your home, nor go shopping, nor go to 
work?   
 
When is the next pandemic? 
 
In the video (Ref 12) called: As COVID turns 3, experts worry where the next pandemic will 
come from – and if we'll be ready by Karen Weintraub, USA TODAYWed, and published on 
January 4, 2023 at 10:28 a.m. MST https://ca.yahoo.com/news/covid-turns-3-experts-worry-
100004492.html, the video states: 'Although COVID-19 has killed more than 6.6 million people 
worldwide, other pandemics have been more lethal. The 1918 u is estimated to have cost 50 
million lives across the globe, and in the 14th century, the Black Death killed 30% to 60% of all 
Europeans in just four years. Public health and national defense experts worry the next pandemic 
will come at an even higher price than this one. And they say the nation needs to be ready.' 
 
Engineering deadly pathogens 
 
Human-made threats are real 

Excerpt: (Ref 12) The idea of engineering a deadly pathogen that sickens the world sounds like 
the stuff of science fiction or superhero movies. But it's no longer a fantasy. 

Kevin Esvelt, an MIT biologist, said people in his own lab could theoretically assemble a 
dangerous virus from DNA ordered on the internet for under $1,000. 

 
Man made virus 
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At time 35:19 (Ref 13) - Head line says: Covid was man-made virus leaked from Chinese lab 
claims Scientist - Report : A US based scientist who previously worked at the infamous Wuhan 
Institute of Virology (WIV) China has claimed that Covid was a man made virus that leaked 
from the facility'....India Today Webdesk - New Delhi updated Dec 5, 2022, 23:18 IST - 

At time 37:05 (Ref 13), the headline : CNN CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC - FMR CDC 
DIRECTOR BELIEVES CORONAVI; published October 18, 2021; https://rumble.com/vnwt6v-
nuremberg-2-vaxnazi-criminal-suspects-exposed.html 

With an excerpt: Enough is enough! When are people going to wake up? The Hon. Gladys 
Berejiklian MP, the Hon. Daniel Andrews MP, and PM Scott Morrison have committed crimes 
against humanity and should stand trial. 

 
VIII - Population collapse 
 
With the world being on the brink of destruction with wars, man made viruses in labs, and as we  
continue to hear people dying, along with infertility and population reduction, and lab babies and 
artificial wombs, if this trend continues, will this all lead to something drastic that will destroy 
most of the world’s population? Then there are lots of talks about robots talking over, in other 
words people being interfaced with computers and machines, therefore why do you need more 
population? But they want lab created babies, and I wonder why? 

At the link (Ref 13), it gives a 5 year forecast on population. Most people including myself will 
find these numbers hard to believe because of the massive population reduction. However, the 
numbers for Canada seems possible, therefore could the other numbers be possible? Something 
severely would have to take place to end up with such numbers. With the talks of continuous 
pandemics and injections, and the world is on the brink of wars, it seems like something severe 
will happen. In the video (Ref 13) at time 22:51, posted a message from Twitter by 
wolsned@wolsned (7:50 am, Feb 8, 2023) that states: Agenda 2030 aims to reduce the world 
population 4 billion. The same number of people who have been vaccinated. Just a coincidence 
of course...and a conspiracy.  

The video (Ref 13) further more provides the following information from the New York Times 
states: Tracking Corona virus vaccinations around the world by John Holder, Feb 5, 2023 More 
than 5.51 billion people worldwide have received a dose of covid-19 vaccine, equals to about 
71.8 percent of the world's population. 

In the video (Ref 5) provides population information at time 14:05 in the video that was forecast 
from last year, and came from the website, deagel.com (on population collapse and gives 
population by 2025 for countries). It says that 70% of the size of the US population to be 
reduced, where the United States 2025 forecast is 69 million, meaning 80% of the US population 
will be gone within 10 years (leave, die or gone). It gives a further reduction to 65 million for 
2025) whereas back in 2020 US forecast was 271 million.  
 
United states to be 65 million from 319 million 

Japan to be approx. 47 million from 127 million  

Germany to be approx. 48 million from 81 million  

Mexico to be 116 million from 120 million  
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Canada to be 24 million from 34 million 

At time 18:03 in the video, Reuters states: ‘China's first population drop in six decades sounds an 
alarm on demographic crisis.' Even with China’s past one child policy, did not make a dent in the 
population. At time (18:03) Hong Kong (CNN) : 'The country's population fell in 2022 to 1.411 
billion, down some 850,000 from previous years. ('almost a million people as compared to last 
year') 

 
Conclusion 
 
We are living in dangerous times and many are living in fear. Many have lost loved ones and or 
heard about others that knows people that are dying like they’ve never heard of before. When it 
comes to massive population reduction as seen from some of the data I’ve presented in this 
write-up, it’s hard to fathom. It’s hard to believe that the US population will go from 319 million 
to 65 million. They’ve been calling for population reduction, therefore anything is possible today 
with all of the destruction taking place, with never ending talks of pandemics and manufacturing 
millions of injections, creating lab babies and brain chips. 
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The upcoming South American Country, Guyana offshore oil auction 
By Fisal Ally; April 6, 2023 (Edition 1); 9am 
 
The small South American country Guyana commenced its offshore oil production back in 
December 2019. ‘Guyana estimates it has up to 25 billion barrels of oil and gas in place o its 
coast. A consortium that includes Exxon Mobil, Hess and CNOOC operates the country's most 
important area, the 6.6-million-acre (26,800 sq km) Stabroek block, with more than 30 
discoveries to date’ (3). 

 

 
Guyana is in pink 

Guyana is a small Amazonian South American country 
that borders Venezuela, Brazil, Suriname (Dutch Guiana) 
and the Atlantic Ocean and has just under 800,000 
people. In the past Guyana was developed by the Dutch, 
French and British, and thus you will see names such as 
Vreed-en-Hoop, Vreed-en-Stein, New Amsterdam, La 
Penitence, La Bonn Intension, Essequibo, Georgetown, 
Richmond. Many cultures came to Guyana, from the 
Africans, Portuguese, Indians (from India), Chinese, 
other Europens such at the Germans, and the original 
people are the Amerindians (American Indians). Today 
there are many Venezuelans and Brazilians living and 
born in Guyana.  
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Guyana’s upcoming oil expansion 
In the article ‘A look at Latin America & Caribbean countries pursuing new oil & gas bid rounds 
by Shikema Dey, published April 20, 2023 states ‘Countries in Latin America and the Caribbean, 
like their counterparts around the world, are forging ahead with plans to accelerate the 
development of their oil and gas resources. This has seen countries such as Guyana and 
Suriname (both countries in South America) rolling out bid rounds as reported by OilNOW in 
recent months.  
 
Guyana is looking for quicker growth by moving forward in its oil expansion by having an 
upcoming auction on 14 of its offshore oil blocks where other companies will be bidding for 
these exploration oil blocks. According to the article ‘Oil block auction opens for South 
America’s high-value basin, 25 billion barrels at stake’ by OilNOW published on December 9, 
2022 states ‘Guyana President Dr. Mohammed Irfaan Ali announced the opening of the 
country’s first competitive offshore bidding, early Friday morning, offering “25 billion potential 
barrels” to entrants. At least 10 companies have shown interests in these oil and gas exploration 
projects. Some of the companies are ‘Shell, Petrobras and Chevron’ (3).   
 
Back in February 2023, President Irfaan Ali and Vice President Bharrat Jagdeo of Guyana were 
in India, where parties from ‘the United Arab Emirates, Qatar and the United States’ (Ref1) had 
attended. Guyana has also ‘been in talks with the United Arab Emirates and the United 
Kingdom’ (Ref 1) on its oil boom. Guyana ‘is also considering allocating extra blocks to 
countries including Brazil, Qatar and India through bilateral agreements’ (Ref1).  
 
Originally, the offshore oil auction were to be held on April 14, 2023, but have been delayed due 
to the Guyanese government being in the process of finalizing its ‘contract terms and legislation 
that ensure it secures a larger share of proceeds,’ Jagdeo said during an interview in Houston.  In 
an the article ‘Guyana delays closely-watched oil blocks auction to July’  published on April 13, 
2023 states ‘Guyana’s closely watched auction of 14 offshore oil blocks faces a delay with the 
South American country pushing back the deadline for oil exporters to submit bids to mid-July.”  
The article further states ‘Guyana originally had hoped to receive bids through mid-April and 
award contracts under new financial terms by the end of next month for up to three deepwater 
and 11 shallow-water blocks. In the past, many have spoken out against the low oil royalties that 
Guyana was receiving, but there’s good news where Guyana ‘plans to increase royalty rates to 
10% from 2%, the corporate tax to 10% from zero, and reduce oil companies’ so-called cost-
recovery limits’ (4).  

Guyana’s oil production commenced back in December 2019 and so far ‘Guyana received $350 
million in 2020 and 2021, and $1 billion in 2022. The government receives a portion of the 
revenues for its spending budget while the rest is allocated to a sovereign wealth fund’ (4). The 
Government had ‘announced that the Natural Resource Fund (NRF) has received a total of 
US$377,140,826.94 in oil revenue so far for the year’ (5). 

There have been many discussions on pollution and what would happen if there’s an oil spill in 
the ocean. Who takes care of the bill? So far ‘the country is allowing ExxonMobil to operate 
offshore without full liability coverage in the event of an oil spill, which means that the risk is 
borne by Guyana’ (5). 

The Government of Guyana needs to take a stand to ensure that disasters are prevented in the 
ocean. An oil spill will cause major damages to the environment by polluting the air, the ocean, 
oil washing up in the nearby islands and countries, destroying the ocean life, destroying 
Guyana’s fishing industry, destroying many jobs, and which will be very costly for the 
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Government and the people of Guyana.   

 
(Note, the information presented in this write up was researched and links and excerpt were 
posted on www.allymedia.ca on April 4, 2023 in the blog: Guyana-South American oil boom.) 
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RECIPES 
 

	  
	  
 
 
Breakfast 
In places like Canada, in the morning many would have serials, toast or eggs. Back in Guyana, 
we often had aloo (fried potatoes) with roti for breakfast or a vegetable such as akra and roti for 
breakfast, with tea. Akra was also served for lunch and dinner amongst many other dishes. In this 
edition, while I made aloo, Neisha (Naz) made Akra. Earlier in this edition, I wrote a bit on 
caregiving and caring for our parents at home, which we’ve always done. Naz have always enjoy 
various dishes which she’s still doing at home. To make it a bit easier for her, over the past few 
years, I have been doing a lot of the prep work and clean up, while Neisha enjoyed cooking the 
akra. Quality time spent with our loved ones is very important to their well being…F. Ally  
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AKRA 
Akra	  served	  with	  other	  dishes	  

	  
	  

Akra served with aloo & shrimp, and fried rice. 
Akra made by Neisha (Naz) and the aloo, fried 
rice and dhal made by other family members. 
	  

	  
	  

In this picture, dhal was added to the dish, 
There are many ways of serving akra. Akra is 
often served with roti or rice, and often dhal is 
added. 
	  

	  
Nisha (Naz) adding salt to the frozen akra 

	  

Preparation time: 10 minutes 
Cooking time: approx. 50 minutes 
Ingredients: 
1 pack frozen akra, 1/2 onion, 5 cloves garlic, 
salt, black pepper, paprika 
	  
Neisha’s Recipe: 
Cooking instructions: 
Add approx. 3 Tbsp. oil to a pot and set stove 
to Hi. Add onions, garlic to pot and let it cook 
for approx. 2 to 3 minutes	  

 
Add frozen akra to pot and let it cook for 
approx. 5 minutes and then stir and mix so the 
onions and garlic are not at the bottom getting 
burnt. 
Add to taste: salt, black pepper, paprika 
Let Akra cook for approx. 20 minutes and then 
stir. Add tomatoes and let it cook for another 
20 minutes on medium 
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ALOO (Fried Potatoes) with Shrimp 
	  
Aloo & shrimp served with shrimp, and 
fried rice. Often aloo is cooked with onions 
and garlic. This time I cooked it without 
the onions and garlic, but added shrimp 
instead. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Preparation time: 10 minutes 
Cooking time: approx. 50 minutes 
 
Ingredients: 4 potatoes, 1/2 pack shrimp, (you 
can add onions and garlic, but this time they 
were not added); salt, black pepper, paprika 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Cooking instructions: 
Cut up 4 potatoes and wash, wash 1/2 pack 
shrimp. Add 3 Tbsp oil to the pot and set stove 
on Hi. Add shrimp and potatoes to pot and let 
it cook so one side of the potatoes and shrimp 
turn slightly brown. After approx. 5 minutes, 
turn shrimp and potatoes and let it cook on the 
other side. Continue cooking for approx. 20 
minutes. Potatoes will still be a bit hard. Turn 
stove to low, cover and let it simmer for half 
hour so potatoes soften. 
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HEALTH TECHNIQUES 
 

 

 

 
The three great religions, Hinduism, Christianity and Islam had fasted during the same period. 
Simply rejuvenate through your practice of fasting and prayers. During prayers keep a focus on 
the word throughout your prayers and to the creator to prevent the mind from wondering, which 
is beneficial where you will find more tranquility. When your thoughts drift, like repeating a 
mantra and keeping your mind focus on the mantra, catch your self and continue to focus on the 
words and on the creator.  
 
Even before commencing your prayer, close your eyes and let go of thoughts coming and going, 
or even focus on your breath. When doing dhikr or meditating just by repeating a phrase, focus 
on the words so your thoughts does not come and go. By saying the phrase over and over, this 
phrase should replace the stories that goes on in our head…F. Ally  

Disclaimer: The writer is only sharing his experience with the readers. Before embarking on a 
meditation journey, it’s important to seek professional advice in meditation, as there can be 
complications during your practice. 
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Spring 2023	  

 

 
 

 

PEPPERPOT CLUB 
(LOCATION: EDMONTON, ALBERTA, CANADA) 

 

 

 
	  

 
The Guyana Canadian Pepperpot Club, 
The Pepperpot Book Club 
The Pepperpot Domino Club 
The Pepperpot Arts and Sowing Club	  
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Spring 2023 
 

BEWARE OF HACKERS STEALING YOUR 
IDEAS, INVENTION, ORIGINAL SONGS, MUSIC, 
ORIGINAL LITERATURE, YOUR WEALTH etc… 

AND THEN FRAMING YOU 
 

 
A hacker at work, hacking systems 

WELCOME TO THE REAL WORLD! 
HACKERS CAN STEAL YOUR 

INVENTIONS, MUSIC, LITERATURE AS 
YOU CREATE THEM AND CLAIM 

THAT THEY CREATED THE WORK 
AND HAVE YOU FRAMED FOR 

PLAGIARISM AND THEFT 
 

You do not have to be online or connect to any 
service to be tracked and you don’t have to do 
anything wrong to be tracked, hacked and 
robbed by criminals.  

 
Hackers can switch on the camera on your TV 
and cell phones and watch you as you watch 
your shows. Connecting your TV to your home 
network allows hackers into your home.  
 
There are backdoors and ports to get in. There 
are cameras and technology that exists which 
most people are not aware of. You can be 
tracked, get hacked, and have your wealth, 
whether it’s money or valuable work and items, 
stolen. 

  
Hackers stealing personal information 
 

  
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE CONNECTED TO ANYTHING 

AND YOUR WHEREABOUTS IN THE WORLD 
CAN EASILY BE TRACKED 

 
THEY DO NOT CARRY OUT CRIMES TO GET CAUGHT 

IT’S DONE SECRETLY AND BEHIND THE SCENES  
AND THEY MIGHT EVEN BE IN A THREE PIECE SUIT 

 
The two photos above were licensed from 

 www.depositphotos.com  
for demonstration purposes 
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This magazine can be shared and downloaded from www.allymedia.ca. 

The location of the magazines is subject to changes. 

Email addresses are subject to changes. 

All articles are owned and copyright by the original writers. 

Design and layout of magazine by Ally Media 

Ally Media does not own or copyright articles, books and CDs 

Diverse City Magazine is created in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 

A number of photos are licensed from www.depositphotos.com for writing the articles 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

ALLY MEDIA 
	  
	  
	  
	  

Disclaimer:	  The opinions conveyed in this magazine are those of the writer(s) 
 and do not reflect the opinions of the publisher or other writers. 

Disclaimer: Information presented in this magazine are subject to change. When embarking on a trip, vacation, a 
place of services or to a restaurant etc...you must verify and or confirm the information presented, as information 

can change quickly, even immediately after this magazine is published. It’s important that anything to do with 
health, prayers, meditation and knowledge that the person seeks professional advice in these areas. 
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